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Chapter 1 2

Young infants' expectations
about self-propelled objects
Ren6e Baillargeon, Di Wu, Sylvia Yuan,
Jie Li, & Yuyan Luo

12.1 Introduction
lnvestigations ofthe development ofinfants'physical reasoning over the past
20 years have revealed that even young infants possess expectations about
ph,vsical events (for recent reviews, see Bailiargeon et a1., 2006; Baillargeon
et al., 2009). These findings, which coine increasingly frorr both viola-
tion-of-expectation tasks (e.g., Aguiar & Baillargeon , 1999, 20A2; Hespos
& Baillargeon, 2001b; L€cuyer & Durand, i998; Luo & Baillargeon, 2005b;
Speike et al., 1992; lVang et a1., 2005; Wilcox et al., 1996) and action rasks
(e.g., Goubet & Clifton, 1998; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2006, 2008; Hofstadter
& Reznick, 1996; Hood & Willatts, 1986; Kochukhova & Gredeback, 2007;
Ruffman et al., 2005; r'on Hofsten et a1.,2007), support the notion that
infants are born rvith an abstract, unconscious, ph1'sical-reasoning system,
which provides them with a shallotv causal framework for making sense
of the displacements and interactions of objects ancl other physical enti-
t ies (e.9., I lai l iargeon et al. ,  2009; Carey & Spelke, 1994; Gelnran, 1990;
Keil, 1995; Leslie, 1994; Premack & Premack, 1995; Spelke, 1994; Welhnan &
S. A. Gelman, i997).

Gelman ( 1990; Gelnan & Spelke, 198 i; Gelman et al., 1995; Subrahnranyam
et al., 2002) and Leslie ( 1984a, 1994, 1 995; Leslie & Keeble, I 9B7) have sug-
gested that part ofthe skeletal causal framersork infants bring to bear rvhen
interpreting physical events is a fundamental distinction between inert and
self-propelled objects. When watching a novel object begin to move or change
direction, iufants'physical-reasoning system attempts to determine whether
the change in the object's motion state is caused by forces internal or external
to the object. According to Leslie (1994),'the more an object changes motion
state by itself and not as a result of external impact, the more evidence it pro-
vides, the more likely it is, that it is [self-propelled]' (p, 133). An object that
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is judged to be self-propelled is endowed with an internal saurce of energr.

4 sslf:propelled object can use its internal energy direcdv to control its own

lrrotion and indirectly (through the applicadon of force) to control the motion

ofother objects.

Do young infants distinguish betrseen inert and seltpropelled objects? Do

they endolv self-propelled objects r,t'ith internal energv? One rvay to address

these questions empiricaily is to examine r,r'hether,voung infants hold differ-

ent expectations for physical el'ents invobing inert and self-propelled objects.

Upon observing that a novel object begins to move on its own, or changes

direction on its own, do infants hold different expectations about how the

object might behave in various phleical eventsi;\re these ercpectations causall,v

consistent with the notion that the object Possesses internal energ;'- it can use

to control its motion or that of other objects?

This chapter is organized into trto sections. In the first, longer section, rve

summarize the results of several series of experiments from our laboratory that

compared the responses of 2.5- to 6,5-month-old infants to larious ph,vsical

events involving ao inert or a self,propelled object. To control for extraneous

factors, the inert and the self-propelled object used in each experiment was

typically the same novel object. Daring farniliarization, half th-e infants were

given evidence that the object was self-propelled (e.g., it initiated its motion in

plain view); the other infants were given no such evidence and so presumably

categorized the object as inert. During test, the infants saw ner.r'physical eveuts

involving the object, The experirnents tested whether infants (1) lvould view

the outcomes of some events as surprising rvhen they categorized the object as

inert but not'rvhen they categorized it as self-propelled, becattse in the latter

case they could infer that the object had used its internal energy to bring about

the obserwed outcomes; and (2) would vieu' the outcomes of other events as

surprising whether they categorized the object as inert or as self-propelled,

because they realized that no applicarion ofinternai energy could have brought

about the observed outcomes.

In tlie second, shorter section of the chapter, we consider what might be the

links betveen the concept ofself-propelled object explored here and other ke,v

concepts. Are young infants $'ho see a novel object initiate its own motion

likely to 'iiew it only as a self-propelled object endorved rvith internai energ,v-

or are they likely to vierv it as something n:ore? For example, could infants ..'iert

the object as an ageflt that can detect its environment and move intentiona.lly

in pnrsuit of goals, or as an animal composed of biological rnatter? We discuss

varions characterizations and consider their implications for infants' con-

strual ofthe novel self-propelled objects studied in this chapter (for additional

discussion ofthese issues, see Shutts et ai., Chapter 8).
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12.2 lnfants' expe€tations about seltpropelled objects
To our knowledge, &e first experiment that directly cornpared infants' responses
to physical events involving inert and 5elf-propelled objects was conducted by
Woodward and her colleagues (Spelke, Phillips et a1., 1995; Woodward et a1.;

1993). This experiment examined whether 7-month-old infants believe that ( 1) a

self-piopelled object can initiate its olvn motion, whereas,an inert object cannot,

and (2) an inert object can be set into motion only through contact with (and the
application offorceby) another ph1'sical entity. The infants were assigned to an

inert or a seif-propeiled condition. Infants in th e inert condition lvere habituated

to a videotaped event invoiving two different,large (human-sized), r,vheeled pil-

lars. To start, oae pillar stood partll, visible at the right edge ofa large occluder at
the center of the television monitor (events in this and in all other experiments

in this chapter are described from the i-nfants' perspective). The second pi-llar

moved into view on the left side of the monitor and disappeared behind the left

edge of the occluder; after an appropriate interval, the first pillar moved to the
right and disappeared on the right side ofthe monitor. The enfk€ event sequence
was then repeated in reverse. Follorving habituation, the occluder was removed,

and the infants sa'!v two test eyents in which the pillars moved as before; the only
diffelence betw'een the events had to do with rvhat happened during the previ-

ously occluded portion ofthe pillars' trajectories. In one event (contact event),
the moring piliar collided with the stationary pillar and set it in motion; in the
other event (no-contact event), the moving piliar stopped short of the station-

ary piilar, rqhlch then set offon its own, Infants in the self-propelled condition

sarv identical events except that the rwo pillars rvere replaced with a man and a

lr'oman who walked along the same path as the pillars.

The infants in the inert condition looked reliably longer at the no-contact

than at the contact event, whereas those in the self-propelied condition tended

to iook equally at the two events. These and control results suggested three

conclusions. First, because there rvas no ciear indication that the piliars were

seif-propelled duringthe habituation trials (itwas unclearwhat caused themto

roll into view or: either side ofthe television monitor), the infants categorized

them as inert; infants thus appear to hoid the default assumption that a novel

object is inert unless given unan:biguous evidence that it is not. Second, the

infants believed that inert objects can be set in rnotioa oniy through contact

with (and the application of force by) other physical entities, and thus, thev

infered that one pillar must be colliding with the other behind the occluder.

Third, the infants realized that humans are self-propelied objects, and thus,

they understood that each human could move on its own or as a result of an

application of force by the other human,
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The preceding results suggest that, by7 months ofage, infants hold differenr
ex?ectations for atleast some physical events involvinginert andself-propelled
objects. As alluded to earlier, our own experiments atternpted to extend these
results in several directions. First, they asked rvhether infants vounger than
7 rnonths might also hold such diffeiential expec.tations. Second, our experi-
ments compared infants'responses to eyents invoh'ing the same novel object,
presented as either inert or self-propelied. one ]imitation of the results described
in the precedingparagraoh is that, because rhe evenrs involving the piliars and
hulnans were so different, it is difficult to deterrnine nhat role perceptual
differences or prior exireriences with humans might have played in the infants
responses. Our approach; in essence, lvas to compare infants'responses to
events invoh.ing only pillars (and other similar objects such as boxes, c;,linders,
and balls), to determine what additional expectations infants might hold simply
from observing that a pillar was inert or self-propeiied. Third, our erperiments
explored a..r'ide range of physical events. In choosing these events, we consid-
ered specific rva,vs in which a self-propelled object might use its internal energy
to corrtrol its motion or that of other objects. Thus, as described in the follorving
sections' we asked rvhether young infants would belie'e that a self-propelled
object migJ:t use its internai energv (1) to alter the direction of its rnotion, (2)
to change location lvhen out ofsight, (3) to change the orientation or position
of its parts when out of sight, (4) to remain stationary rvhen hit, (5) to rernain
stable when released v*.ithout adequate external support, and finally (6) to .hoid,

an inert object so as to pre\€nt it from falling,

i2,2.1 Can a self-propelled object alter the
direction of its motion?
The resuits of Woodward and her colleagues (Spelke, phillips et al., 1995;
Woochvard et al,, 1993) suggested that infants realize that a self-propelied
object can initiate its own motion, rvhereas an inert object cannot (see also Kosugi
& Fuiita,2002; Kosugi et al., 2003; Kotovskv&Baiilargeon,2000; Sa;ie et al,,2003;
saxe et al., 2007). our first experiment asked whether 5-nronth-old infants hold
dillbrent expectations not only for the on.set of inert and self-propel.led objects'
motion but also for the path they foilow once in motion (Luo et al., in press).
As adults, we expect an inert object traveling on a horizontal prane to foliory a
srnooth path, $'ithout abrupt changes in direction;l in contrast, ne recognize

I The expectation rhat an inert object tral.eling on a horizontal plane *,i11 follorc a smooth
path' with no abrupt change ir, direction, is consistent with, tlrr:ugh considerably r*eaker
than, the Newtonian principle ofinertia. According to th.is principie,'ifno exter:ral forces
act on a body, ir movcs uniiornrlv, that is, ahvays with the same Yelocigv along a straight
line' (Einstein & lnfeld, 1960, p, 8). In e'eryday life, however, unifornt motion can .never
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that a seif-propelled object may use its internal energy to change direction at

rvill. Thus; we would be surprised if'a ball rolling on a table changed direc-

tion as it reached each corner so as to follow the perimeter ofthe table: for

inert objects, abrupt changes in direction cannot be achieved without external

impact. Experiment I (Luo et al., in press) thus asked whether S-month-old

infants r*'ould expect an incrt but not a self-propelled object to foilow a smooth

path, with no abrupt change in direction'

Previous research suggested &at.voung infants are in fact rof surprised when

an inert object abruptly deviates from its initial path. spelke et al. ( 1994) habit-

uated 4- and 6-month-oid infants td an elrnt in which a ball rested in the front

right comer of a large table; a horizontal screen hid &e left half of the table' An

experimenter's hand hit the bali, r*rich then rolled diagonally across the table

until it disappeared under the screen at the center ofthe table. Next' the screen

lvas renroved to reveal the ball resting in the back left corner of the table, fur-

ther along its pre-occlusion trajectory, Foliowing habituation, the infants saw

a linear ancl a nonlinear test event. The linear eYent was similar to the habitua-

tion event, except that the bail started from the back right corner ofthe table; it

rolled diagonaily across the table until it disappeared uader the screen, andrvas

revealed resting in the front left corner ofthe table, as expected' In the non-

linear event, the ball again started from the back right corner ofthe table and

rolled diagonaily across the table; however, ryhen the screen was removed, the

ball tested in the same back left coraer as in the habituation event, as though

it had performed a 90o turn when under the screen, The infants did not look

longer at the nonlinear than at the linear event, and Spelke and her colleagues

conciuded that young infants do not expect an inert object, once in motion, to

follorv a snooth path, with no abrupt change in direction'

However, other interpretations of these negative results lvere possible,

Because of limitations in the apparatus used to impiement the experimental

design, the infants tvere actually presentedwith a n:ore subtle violation tllan is

suggested by the preceding description. In reality, most of the 1eft side of the

table vrias filled with a large insert with a central indentation ir: its right edge;

the ball came to rest in the front or back corner of this indentation. Thus,

rather than seeir:g the bali at rest in the front or back left coruer of the table at

the end ofthe test eveilts (a large and saiient absolute difference), the infants

bereal ized;astolrethrort l f tomatot 'er,acartpushedalongroadcannevermoveabso-
lutely uniformly because rve cannot eliminate the influence of external forces' (Einstein

& infeld, 1960, p. 8). Not surprisingl.r; as the plinciple of inertia is derived from scientific

reasoning rather tiran from immediate observation, it lras not understood for manycentu-

ries, untjl the discoveries of Galileo and Newton, and it plays little role in adults' everyday

physical reasoning (e'g., Einstein & Infeid, 1960; McCloske,v, 1983; Spelke et al" 1994)'
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sau'the ball at rest in the front or back corner ofthe indentation (a smalier and
perhaps less salient absolute differeace). This arrangement migbt have made it
diffi.cuit for the infants to determine whether or hon'far the ball had deviated
from its pre-occlusion trajectory. Keeping in mind that young infants might
be limited in their abiiity to detect path deviations, l'e presenred the infants in
Experiment 1 with a very salient violation: a fuil reversal, in plain vie..v.

The infants were assigned to ar inert or a self-propelled condit ion
(see Fig. 12.1) and sat in front of a large apparatus rvhose right side rras occlud-
ed by a large screen. A small box (5 cm high, 19.5 cm wide, 17 cm deep) r.vas
visibie on the left side of the apparatus; this box was covered with red felt and
had a 'skirt' made of white lace that reached the apparatus iloor and hid the
motorized system that controlled the box's motion back and forth across the
apparatus. In the inert condition, an experimenter's gloyed ha.nd activated thjs
system by simultaneously hitting the box and a micros*'itch located rexr ro
the box, so that it appeared as though the hand caused the box ro move. In the
self-propelled condition, the erperimenter activated the s,vstem bv depressing a
button on a control panel located under the apparatus floor, so that it appeared
as though the box began to move on its orr'n. The box s motion back and forlh
across the apparatus rvas accompanied by noise &om the motorized s-vstem; this
noise was identical in the inert ancl self-propelled conditions.

In the familiarization events shorv'in tbe inert condition, the g1o'ed hand,
hit the box' which then moved ro the right untii it disappeared behind the left
edge ofthe screen- After a ferr'seconds, the box reappeared frorn behind the
sarne edge ofthe screen and returned to its starting position to begin a nelv
eveut cycle (in a1l experiments in thr's chapter, unless othenvise noted, events
rvere repeated until the trial ended). Follorving familiarization, the screen u,as
remol'ed, ancl the inlants rvatched a near- and a far-rvall test event (here antl
in ail other pertinent experiments in this chapter, order of presentation was
counterbaiiuced). In the near-rvall event, the hand again hit rhe box, rvhich
nroved to the r ight .nt i l  i t  hi t  a u'al l  purt i t ion at the r ight end ofthe appa-
ratns; the box then reversed direct ion and returned to i ts start ing posit ion
(although the box appeared to hit the partition ir'd 'bounce 

back', in actualiw
olrly its lace skirt contacted the partitioni a reverse-srvitch tnder the apparatus
caused the box to reverse direction). In the far-wall event, the wall partition
rvas placed farther to the right; because the box moved exactly as betbre, it no
longer hit the partition and th's appeared to reverse directio' on its ow'. As
the partition changed position in the r:ear- and far-rvail test events, it."vas also
placed in the sanre tr.vo positions on alternate familiarization trials; however,
because the screen rvas in place duri'g these trials, o'ly the 'ery top of the
partition rvas visible above the screen {see Fig. 12.1).

lnell
condition
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Self-proPelled
condition

Fig. 12.1 Schematic of the familiarizaiion and test events used in Experiment 1

(Luo et al. ,  in press).

Theinfantsinthesel|propeilerJcondit ionsarvidentica]near-andfar-wall
fan'riliarization and test events, excePt that the box initiated its own motion;

the hand remainecl stationtlry on the apparatus floor'

Our reasoning lvas as follows' If at 5 rnonths infants tend to view an object

as inert ulrless given unambiguous evidence that it is not (e'g'' Lesiie' 1994'

1995; Luo & Baillargeon,2005a; Speltrie, Phillips et al'' 1995; Woodward et ai''

1993), tiren the infants in the inert con<lition should categorize the box as inert
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during the familiarization trials because ( 1) they saw the hand,set it in motion
and (2) they had no evideRce as to what caused its reversal behind thescreen. In
contrast, the infants in the self-propelled condition should categorize the box
as self-propelled, because they saw it initiate its own rnotion in plain viee'.

Furthermore, if at 5 months infants (i) endow seif-propelled but not inert
objects with internal energy and (2) expea an object to folLow a smooth path
unless a force-either internal or external to the object-intereenes to bring
about an abrupt change, then the infants in the inert and self-propelled condi-
tions should respond differently to the test events. In the inert condition, the
infants shouid be surpr'ised when tlre box appeared to reverse direction sponta-
neousiy, but not \rhen it reversed direction after hirting the wall partition: this
impact provicled an external cause for the abrupt change in its traiector,v. The
infants should thus look reliabl,r'longer at the far- than at the near-r'all event.
In the self-propelied condition, in contrast, the infants should not be surprised
n'hen the box reversed direction either spontaneously-i1 could use its inter-
nal energy to do so-or after hitting the .rr'all partition. The infants should thus
Iook about equally, and eguall1' short, at the far- and near-lvall events.

Results lvere as predicted: the infants in the inert condition looked reli-
ably longer at the far- than at the near-r*all ercnt, lvhereas those in the self-
propelled condition tended to look equalll', and equally short, at the rn o events.
These results suggested that the infants in the inert condition (l) categorized
the box as an inert object because they received no evidence to the contrary;
(2) expected the box to foilow a smooth path, with no abrupt deviation, in the
absence ofexternal impact; and hence (3) were surprised when it spontane-
ousiy reversed direction. Ir contrast, the infants in the self-propelled condition
(1) categorized the box as self-propelled because it initiated its ortn motion,
(2) unclerstood that the box could use its internal energ,v to alter its path, and
hence (3) \eere not surprised n'hen it spontaneously reversed directiol.

' r2.2. i .1 Links to other f indings; predict ive tracking and reaching

The results of the inerr conditiol'l in Experirnent I help reconcile prel'iousl,v
discrepant findings in the infancy literature. In contrast to the violation-
of-expectatior: findings ofSpelke et al. ( i994) described in Sectior:r I2.2.1, exper-
inrents using action tasks such as predictive reaching (for visible objects) and
pledicrive trackirrg (for occluded objects) hate forind that yotrng infants do
eryect objects to follovr a smooth path, vdth no abrupt change in direction (e.g.,
Kochukhova & Gredeback, 2007; Spelke & von Hofsten, 200 l ; von Hof.steu et al.,
l99B; von Hofsten et al., 2007), These contrastive results hal'e somerimes been
taken to point to the existence ofa dissociation between the physical larowl-
edge underlying infants' responses in violation-of-expectation and action tasks
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(e.g,, r'on Hofsten et a1., 1998). However, the positive results of the,inert condi-

tion in Experiment 1 suggest that the design used by Spelke et al. was perhaps

less than optimal and that young infants can demonstrate an exPectation that

objects follow a smooth path in both violation-of-exPectation and action tasks.

To give an example of such an action task, Kochukhol'a and Gredeback
(2007) shorved 6-month-o1d infants conrputer-animated events inwhich a self-

propelled object approached and then disappeared behind an occluder; while

behind the occiuder, the object effected a 90o turn (e.g,, the object disappeared

behind the ieft edge ofthe occluder and reappeared at itsbottom edge). Analyses

of the infants' anticipatory responses using an eye tracker revealed that, on the

initial trials, the infants expected the object to reappear further along its pre-

occlusion traiectory on the opposite side ofthe occluder (e.g., at the occluder's

right edge). After fiso or three trials, horvever, the infants began to anticipate

the object's reappearance on the correct side ofthe occluder (e.g., at the'occlud-

er's bottorn edge). One interpretation ofthese results, consistent with those of

Experiment t, is that when watching a self-propeiied object move behind an

occluder, young infants initially hold the default assumption that the object

vdll follow a smooth path, with no abrupt change in direction, just as they do

for an inert object, However, if this ex?ectation is violated, infants conclude

that the object is using its internal energy to alter its trajectory lvhen behind the

occluder, and they then allorv their prior obsewations (about where the object

has reappeared on previous trials) to guide their future anticipations.

Finally, the results of the self-propelled conditiotin Experiment l are con-

sistent with a plethora of violation-of-expectation experiments over the past

20 years that have presented young infants with a self-propeiled object nroving

back and forth across an apparatus, witir or withottt occiuders at the center of

the apparatus (e.g.,;\guiar & Bailiargeon, 1999,2002; Baillargeor: & DeVos,

1991; Baillargeon & Graber, I987; Bremner et ai., 2005; S. P. Johnson, 2004;

S. P. Johnson et.'i1., 2003; Kellman & Spelke, 1983; Luo & Baillargeon, 2005a,

2005b; Luo et a1., 2003; Slater et al,, 1996; Spelke, Kestenbaurn et al., 1995;

tr{ i lcox, 1999; \ 'Vi icox & Bail largeon, i998bi Wilcox & Schweinle, 2003).

Although this issue rvas rypically not exanined directly, there was no empiri-

cal reasor: to slrspect that the infants in these experiments lvere surprised when

the object reversecl direction at either end ofits trajectory, and the present data

support this interpretation,

r2 .2 . r  2  Cont ro l  f ind ings

One possible objection to our interpretation ofthe results ofthe self-propelled

condition in Experiment 1 and in \{oodward et al. (1993; see also Spelke,

Phillips et al., 1995) was the following: perhaps the infants rvere merely
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confused by the test events they were sholvn and hence held no specific

expectations about their outcomes. This inteipretation seemed unlikely:

as was just mentioned in the last section, numerous experiments over the past

20,vears have presented infants with events invoh'ing self-propelled objects;

had infants found these objects confusing, the results of the experiments

rrrbuld have been consistently negative, and they were not. Nevertheless,

Experiment 2 (Luo et a1., in press) was conducled to rule out this alternative

interpretation.

A large body of evidence suggests that loung infants interpret ph1'si-

cal events in accord with a principle of. persistence (e.g,, Baiilargeon, 2008;

Baillargeon et al., 2009), rvhich states that objects persist, as thev are, through

time and space. An important corollary of thi,s principle is the solidity prin-

ciple, rvhich states that, for trvo objects to each persist in time and space, the

tu'o cannot occupy.the same space at the same time. Nnmeroris investiga-

tions have shown that infants aged 2.5 months and older recognize that an

object, whether self-propelled or not, cannot pass through space occupied by

another object (e.g., Aguiar & Baillargeon, 1998, 2003; Bailiargeon, 1986, 1987,

i991; Baiilargeon et al., 1985; Baillargeon et a1., 1990; Baillargeoa & DeVos,

1991; Hespos & Baillargeon, 2001a, 200ib; Luo et al., 2003; Saxe et al., 2006;

Sitskoorn & Smitsman, 1995; Speike et al., 1992;\fang et al., 2004; \,Vang et al.,

2005). Experiment 2 therefore examined whether 5-month-old infants r+'ould

recognize that an object, whether.self'propelled or not, cannot pass through

another object.
The infants were assigned to an inert or a self-propelled condit ion

(see Fig, 12.2) and received farniliarization trials identical to those shown in

the inert and self-propelled conditions of Erperiment l, respectively, with one

exception: in these trials, as in all other trials of Experiment 2, the rvall partition

was alwal's in the far position (with the large screen occluding the right side of

the apparatus, the infants in the iuert condition could not determine just horv

far the box traveled behind the screen or lvhat caused it to reversc direction.)

Next, the familiarization screen 1vils ren:oved, and the infants received tn'o ori-

entation trials in lvhiclr they lr'ere introduced to a Iarge table (table orientation

event) and a lalge block (block orientation event); each rested across the boi's

path, directly in front of the infants, ancl was briefly rotated upward to rnake

clear that it extended from the front to the back ofthe apparatus. Finally, the

infants rr'ere shou'n a table and a block test event.

In the table event shown tn the self-propelled condition, the box began to

1-nove to the right, passed under the table, reversed direction, passed under the

table once more, and finally retumed to its starting position. The blocli event

was similar except that the table u'as replaced rvith the block; the box appeared

,  lNFANTS' EXPECTATIONS ABOUT SELF-PROPELLED OBJ ECTS
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Test events
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Fig. 12.2 Schematic of the familiarization, orientation, and test events used
Experinrent 2 (Luo et al., in press).
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to pass through the block once as it traveled to the right and once more after it
reversed: direction to return to its starting position (the block used in the block
test event had a small tunnel that allowed the box to pass through; because the
infants,sat centered in front of the block, they could not see the opening of
the tunnel on either side of the biock). The infants in the inerf condition saly
the same test events except that the box did not initiate its motionl as in the
familiarization trials, the box began to move only after it was hit by the experi_
menter's gioved hand.

we reasoned that ifthe infants in the self-propelled condition ofExperiment 1
looked about equally at the tesr events because they were confused by our self-
propelled box, then the infants in the self-propelied condition of Experiment 2
should also be confused and hence should also look about equall,v ar the test
events. However, if the infants in the self-propelled condition of Experiment i
looked about equall.v at the test evenis because thev realized that the box could
reyerse its motion either spontaneously or foilorving impact with the rr'all
partition, then the infants in Erperiment 2 should respond differentially to the
block and table test events. Because even young'infants realize that an object,
whether self-propelled or not, cannot pass through another object, the infants
should be surprised when the box appeared to pass through the block but not
under the table. The infanrs should thus look reliably longer at the block than
at the table event. In contrast, the infants in the inert conditiorl should find
both test events surprising: the table event, because the box appeared to reverse
direction spontaneously (as in the far-wall test event ofExperiment l), and the
block event, because the box appeared to rel'erse directio'spontaneously and
to pass through the block. The infants should te'd to iook equallv, and equally
long, at the block and table events.2

Results were as predicted: rhe infants in the self-propelled cond.ition lookeri
reliably longer at the block than at the table event, rvlrereas those in the inert
ccrndition looked about equally, and equaily long, at the trvo events. These
results, together r.r'itl'r those of Experiment l, sr.rpported the prjoposirl that
young ir:far:ts endorv self.propellecl objects with an internal source of energ,v.
orr the one hand, infants are rofsurprised u'hen a self-propelred object spon-
taneonsly initiates or leverses its rnotion, because thel' yg.]ir. that the obiect
can use its internal energv to do so; on the other lTand, infants are surprised

2 Readers might rvonder lvhy we did not predict that the infants in the inert condition
would Iook leliably longer at the block than at rhe table test event, becasue the block event
was, in a sense, doubly surprisir:g, the box not only'reversed on its on'n but also passed
through the block. The reason rre did not is that in o.r experience the violation-of-
e)r?ectation method is a categorical rather than a proporlional measure; it tells us rvhether
infants view an evcnt as uneryected, not how unexpected it appears to them.
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when a self-propelled object passes through an obstacle, because they realize

that no application ofinternal energy could allow the object to do so' lnfants'

expectations about self-propelled objects are thus neither undefined nor arbi-

trary but appear causaily consistent with the notisn that self.propelled objects

use their internal energyto control their motion.

12.2.2 Can a sel{-propelled object change location when
out of sight?

Ifyoung iniants realize that self-propeiled objects can initiate their motion

at will, couid they posit hidden displacements to make sense of events that

would othenvise seem impossible? In part'icular, could infants infer that a self-

propelled object had moved to another hiding location when out of sight, to

make sense of a disappearance,that rvouid othenvise seem inexplicable? Our

next experiment exaniined this question, and built on two bodies of experi-

mentai findings.

Oae body concerned another corollary of the principle of persistence, the

continuity principie, rvhich states that objects exist and move continuously

in time and space. Numerous experiments have shown that infants aged 2-5

months and older recognize that an object, whether inert or self-propelled,

cannot magically appear or disappear, nor can it magically move frorn one

location to another without traveling the distance behveen thern (e.9., Aguiar

& Baillargeon, 1999,2002; Ahmed & Ruffman, 1998; Baillargeon et al., 1989;

Baillargeon & Graber, 1988; Luo & Baillargeon,2005b; Spelke, Kestenbaura

et al., 1995; trVilcox et al., 1996; Xu & Carey, 1996). The other body of findings

involved experiments shorving that, when confronted with events that seem to

l'iolate the continuity Principle, infants are sometimes able to generate expla-

nations for these violations, q'pically by inferring the presence ofadditionai

objects in the events (e.g., Aguiar & Bailtrargeon, 2002; Spelke, Kestenbaum

et al., 1995; Xu & Carey, 1996). For example, when a self-propelled toy mouse

disappears at one edge of a screen and reappears at the other edge without

appearing in a large opening at t i re bottom of the screen, 3'5-rnonth-old

infants assume that t$'o mice are involved in the event, one traveling to the left

and one to the right ofthe screen (Aguiar & Baillargeon' 2002)'

ln Experiment 3 (Luo et a1., in press), lve presented young Infants with an

appalent coDtinuit)'\'iolation: an inert or a self-propelled object magically

disappeared when behind.a screen. We asked whether infants rnighl infer that

the self-propelled object had used its internal energy to move to a diffelent

hiding location lvhen the physical ia,vout of the aPParatus made such an invis-

ible displacement possible. Experiment 3 thus examined whether 6-mouth-

old infants rvould be surprised ( l ) if an inert but t?of a self-ProPeiled object
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disappeared from behind a screen, when the self-propelled object could have

moved to an alternative hiding place, and (2) if an inert or a self-propelled

object disappeared fiom behind a screen, when no alternative hiding place lvas

available.
The infants tvere assigned to an inert or a self-propelled cond.ition and saw

noYel familiarization events suggested by tfre results of Experiments 1 and 2'

At the start of the familiarization event inthe self-propelled condttion, the wall

partition was in its far position, and the box rested in its usual starting position

at the left end of the apparatus; trolvever, the box rvas now hi<iden by a large

screen. During the event, the box emerged to the right of the screen, traveled

to the right a short distance, reversed direction on its orrryr (at its usual reyersal

point), and returned behind the screen. The farniliarizatioll event inthe inert

condition u'as similar except that the rvall partition was in its near position:

the box thus hit the v'all paftition before reversing direction and returning

behind the screen. The farniliarization evert in the self-propeiied condition

thus offered unambiguous evidence that the box was self-propelled, because it

reversed direction spontaneousiy. In contrast, the famiiiarization event shor'rryr

in the inert condition offered no such evidence, because (1 ) it ryas unclear u'hat

caused the box to emerge from behind the screen and (2) the box reversed

direction as a resrilt of external irnpact, after hitting the wall partition.

During test, half of the infants in each condition sa1{ a one-screen event

(see Fig. i 2.3), and half sa\^r a two-screen event (see Fig' 12.4).

In both events, the box rested on the apparatus floor, and a gloved hand

pointed to its top surface; the hand reached into the aPParanls through a win-

dow in the left rvall. Ner-t, a screen lvas raised and then lorvered to reveal that

the box had disappeared; the hand pointed to the space previously occupicd by

the box. Iinally, the screen was again raised and lorvered to reveal that the box

had reappeared, beginning a neur event cycle (because the gloved hand rested

on the apparatus f'loor between the screen and the rvindorv rqhen the screen n'as

lifted anci lorveled, it was clear thitt it couid not have sulreptitiously retnoved

and replaced the box). The only difference betrr'een the one- and tlvo-screen

evcnts r,?ls that in ihe latter event a second screen stood to the riglrt ofthe box.

When raised, tlie first screen occlrtded the Ieft edge of the second screen, mak-

ing it possible ior tl:e self-propclled box to surreptitiously move behind it.

llesults \qere as expected: in ttre self-propelled condition, the infants rvh<.r

sau, the one-screen event looked reliably ionger tiran those lvho sa\^r the tl\'o-

screen event; in the inert cond.ition, the infants tended to look equally, aud

eqgally 1ong, at both events. Tliese results suggested trr'o conclusiols. First, the

infants attencled to the box's reversal during the familiarization trials, and they

categoriz-ed the box as se.lflpropelled n'hen it reversed direction sPontaneously

. l  
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Fig. 'l 2.3 Schematic oi the ;amiliarization and test events used in the one-screen

condition of Experinrenr 3 (Luo et al', in press)'

and as inert rvhen it reversed direction only after hitting the wall partition'

Secon<i,cluringthetesttr ials,theinfantsintheinertcondit iondetectedthe

continuity violation in1he one- and tvvo-scleen events: in each case, they lvere

surprised that the box inexplicablv disappeared and reappeared' In contrast'

tl.re infants in the sel{-propellecl condition found the one- but not the two-

screen event surprising' because the,v lvere able to generate an explanatiorr for

the latter event: they i:rferred that thebox used its internal energy to move

behindthesecont]screen.whenit.ct isappeared',andtoretulnf lombehilrdt lre

seconcl screen when it'reappeared"

12.2 .2 . r  Tes t  w i th  younger  in fan ts

\{oulcl infantsyolrngertharr6morrthsalsoinvokeirrvisibledisplacerrrents

tornakesenseofcontinuiryviolat ionsinvolvi lrgself-propelledbrrtnotinert
objects? Experirnent 4 (\Vu et al', 2006) atternpted to address this question and

tested 4-month-olc1 infants using a nerv experimental design' We reasorred

that positive tindings rvorild suggest that irrfants as young as 4 months of age

aUeaay hold clifferent expectations for at least some physical events involving

inert and self-propelled objects'
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Fig. 12.4 Schematicof thefamil iar izat ionandtesieventsusedinthetwo-screen
condition of Experiment 3 (Luo et al., in press).

The infants were assigned to an inert or i ,r  self-propelled condit ion

{see Fig. 12.5). The infants in the inerr condition faced a *'ide screen lvith
tu'o ciosed windorvs located a short distance apart. In the farniliarization trial,
irn experi:renter's gloved hand (rvhich reached into the apparatus through a
fringe curtain in the back wall) lifted a red column above the screen, betrveen
the tlvo rvjndorvs. Tlre hand gently tilted the column to the left and right twice,
and then lorverecl it back behind the screen, in the sanre location as before.
Next, the hand performed exactly the sanre actions with a black ball. Infants
i.n rhe sel.f-propelled conditiou sarv a similirr occlusion evenr except that t'lie
objects norv appeared to rro\re by themselves. Each obiect had a thin stick at
its back that protr uded through a slit in :r cardboard insertecl behirrd the fringe
curtain; the experimenter used the stick, out of the infants' view, to n'rove the
column and ball as in the inert cor-rdition.

Fol.lowir:g the fanri.liariz-ation trial, all the ir:fants sarv the same one- and
two-rvindow test events. In the ttso-r,t'indor.v event, the gioved hand opened
the rigirt windorv in the screen (by pulling a handle that protruded above the
screen) to reveal the column, and then closed the windolv; next, tbe hand
opened the left windolv to reveal the ball, and tiren again closed the r.indorv.
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Fig. 1?.5 Schematic oi the familiarizaiion and test events used in
(Wu et al., 2006).

In the one-rriindorr'event, the hand again opened the right windorv to reveal

the column, but then opened the same rvindow to rer.eal the ball. The two

objects thus appeared in different r,,'indows in the tn'o-window event, but in

the same rvindor.r', in alternation, in the one-windor.v event.

Our reasoning rryas as follo'w's. Prior research on infants'physical reasol']-

ing suggests that, b,v 4 months of age, infants have identified height' rvidth,

and shape as occlusion variables, and. thus typically include such inforrna-

tion in their representations ofocclusion events (e.g., Baillargeon & DeVos,

1991; \\rang et al., 2004; Wilcox, 1999). Thus, we expected that the infants

in Experiment 4 rr'ould attend to thc diiTerences in height, rvidth, and shape

betrveen the column and the ball. and rvould conclude that two different

objects rvere involved in the familiarization event, even though the objects

follorved exactl,r' *1g 51me path when moving above the screen. Furthermore,

given the re.sults of Experiments I to 3, we exPected that the infants in the

Seltpropelled condiiion
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inert condition would categorize the objects as inert, because they received

no evidence to the contrary, and that the infants in the self-propelled condi-

tion would categorize the objects as self-propelled, because they spontane-

ously altered their motions in plain sight (recall that the objects rose above

the screen and then tilted left and right nvice belbre returning behind the

screen.) Finally, rve reasoned that the infants in the inert condition should

find the one- but not the tu'o-lvindowtest event surprising; rvhereas the trvo-

windo*' event was consistent rvith there being trvo inert objects, a column

and a bal1, occupying t\ryo distinct locations behind the screen, the one-win-

dow event involved a continuity violation, becatrse the two obiects appeared

to magically exchange locations behind the screen. On the other hand, if

infants as young as 4 months of age recognize that self-propelled objects

can mo1:e at'rvill, then the infants in the self-propelled condition might not

vier+' either test event surprising: rvhen faced with the one-*-indorr.' event, the

infants could infer that the ob;'ects surreptitiously exchanged locations rvhen

out of sight.

As predicted, the infants in the inert condition looked reliably loager at

the one- than at the two-window event, t'heieas those in the self-propelled

condition looked about equall5 and equally short, at the events, These results

suggested that infants as young as 4 months of age (1) distinguish betr^reen

inert and self-propeiled objects, (2) endorv self-propelled objects with internal

energF, and (3) infer that self-propelled objects are engaging in invisible dis-

placements to nrake sense ofocclusion events that $'ould othenvise violate the

principle of continuity.

Experiment 5 (!Vu et al., in preparatior:) was designed to provide converging

evidence for our interpretatior: ofthe results ofthe self-propelled condition.
'I'he 

experiment examined rvhether 4-nronth-oid infants would inter that tvvo

self-propelied objects (norv a multicolored column made of Lego blocks and a

green ball) exchanged locations out of view rvhen it rvas ph,vsicall,v possible for

the objects to do so, but not othenvise.

The iniants faced a wooden vertical frame; each eud of the frame r.r'as hid-

den by a screer:, !.acl: screen had a tab at its outer top corner, which rvas held

by an experimentel',s gioved hand (the experirnenter stood behind a ivindorv

filled with a fringed curtain in the back rvall of the apparatus and held the left

screen's tab in her right l-rand and the right screer:'s tab in herlelt hand.) Each

tab could be used to lor./er the screen to the apparatus floor, in the manner of a

drawbridge. The area beilveen tbe two screens was either closed by a cardboard

insert (closed condition) or open (open condition). The infants in the closdd

condition (see Fig. 12.6) first saw a one- and a tu'o-screen orientation event

designed to introduce them to the nrotion ofthe screens.
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Fig. 12.6 Schematic of the orieniation, fanriliarizaiion, and test events used in the

closed condjtion of Experiment 5 (Wu et al , in preparation).

In the tlvo-scteen event, the experimer:ter lorvered the right screen to the

apparatus floor (to reveal empty space behind it), and then raised it again;

next, the experinrenter performed the same actions on the left screen (again to

iel'eal en1pty space). The one-screen event was identical except that the experi-

menter lowered and raised only the tight screen. Next, as in the self.propelled

condition of Experiment 4, the infants saw a familiarization event in which

the colunrn and ball rose (one at a time) aboge the center of the frame, tilted

gently to the left and right tr,v-ice, and then returned behind the frame. Finall1',

tlte infants sa\4'two test events identical to the one- and t$'o-screen orientation

i *  i
Two-screen event
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Fig. 12.7 Schematic of the orientation. famliiarization, and test events used in ihe
open condit ion o{ Experiment 5 (WL; et al. ,  in prepar; i icn).

e\rents except that the column and ball \l'ere no\r present. li1 tlle t\o-screeJl
event, the column was revealed behincl the i'ight scrcen and the ball behind the
left screeu; in the one-screen event, the nvo obiects rvere revealed behind the
right screen, in alternation. The infants in the open condition (see Fig. 12.7)
lvere tested using the same procedrue except that the area betlveen the trvo
screens was open in the orientation and lest events (it rvas closed in the famil-
i.ariz-ation event, rvhen the column and ball rose above the frame.)

;Uthor,rgh the one-screen test event lvas possible in the closed condition (the

infants could infer that the column and ball exchaneed locations rvhen the

T'v',,o-screen event

l--
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rwo screens were raised), it was not possible in the open condition, where ttre

area between the screens remained visible and ernptv, making it clear that the

objects did not exchange locations.

As predicted, the infants in the open condition looked reliably longer at

the one- than at the trvo-screen event, rvhereas those in the closed condition

looked about equally, and equally short, at the events. Together, these results

suggested that the infants ( I ) categorized the column and ball as self-propelled

duringthefamiiiarizationtrial; (2)didnotfindtheone-screeneventsurprising

l'hen the area befiveen the screens was closed, because they could then infer

that the objects exchangbd locations out of sight; but (3) did fitd the one-

screen e1'ent surprising u.hen the area betrveen the screens \{as open) because

such an explanation was then not possible; the objects appeared to magicaliy

exchange Iocations, rvhich constituted a continuity violation.

Together, the results of Experiments 3 to 5 suggest that infants aged 4 months

and older believe that self-propelled objects can use their internal energF to

move to new locations when out of vielv. Horvever, these invisible displace-

ments are expected to be constrained bv the continuiry principie: similar to

inert objects,.self-propelied objects cannot magically disappear, nor can they

magicall-v move from one location to another tvithout traveling the distance

betr'i.een them.

12.2.2.2 Links to other f indings: are humans subject to the
continuity principle?

Kuhlmeier et al. (2004) reported data (collected with a design adapted from

Spelke, Kestenbar.rm et al., 1995) that might be taken to challenge the notion

that infants expect all objects, whether inert or sel.f-propelled, to move con-

tinuousl,v thr-ough tin-re and space, in accordance n'ith the continuity principle.

In one condition (box condition), 5-nonth-old infants rvere habituated to

a videotaped er.ent in rvhich a self-propelled box slid back arnd tbrth across

a rooll, briel'lv passing behind tr.qo door-sized screens placed some distance

apart; the box never irppeare<l in ibe gap benveen the screcns. Dr.rring test,

the screens 1\'ere rernovqtl, and the infants sarv tlvo test r:vents: in otte, a single

box moved back and forth across the room (one-object eveltt); in the other,

tivo boxes nror:ed back and forth, in a ntanner consistent tvith the habituation

event (nr'o-object ever:t). Infants in a:rother condition (hurnan condition)

sarv sirnilar habitualion and test events, except that the self-propelled box rvas

replaced with a rvornan walking across the room; the wornan and her tlvin, in

identi.cal clothes, rvere involved in the two-object event. The results of these

and. other condition.s suggested that infants in the box condition vierved the

one-object cvent as surprising, rvhereas infan.ts in the human condition viewed
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neitf-rer event as surprising. The authors concluded that at 5 months of age

infants apply the continuiry principle to nonhusran but not to human self-

propelled objects, suggesting perhaps that they do not vievr humans as physical

entities.

However, the results of Experiments 3 to 5 suggest another interpretation of

the'human condition data (for other interpretations, see Rakison & Cicchino,

2004). If young infants can posit invisible displacements to make sense of

apparent continuiqv violations, then the habituation ev€nt in the human con-

dition was open to two different explanations (which could have been gen-

erated by the same or by different i.nfants). One erplanation, as in the box

condition, was that two different women were involved in the event. The other

explanationrvas that a singie wornan left and reentered the room through hid-

den doonval's in the wall behird the screens. After all, infants have a great deal

of experience rvatching adults (aithough not self-propelled boxes) leave and

enter rooms through doors that are open or ajar; the iact that the screens rvere

door-sized rnay have helped remind the infants of these familiar experiences,

leading them to posit invisible displacements. In this vie$',.tbe infants in the

human condition thus Iooked equally at the one- and two-object test events

because both events rvere consistent l'rith possible explanations for the habitu-

ation eYent.

12.2.3 Can a self-propelled object move or change its
parts when out of sight?

Research o$ object segregation indicates that young infants view contiguous

surfaces that move together as connected surfaces that beiong to a single object;

furthermore, this conchlsion holds whether the surfaces are similar or dissinri-

lar in shape, pattern, and color (e.g., Kestenbaum et al., 1987; Needharn, 1998,

1999, 2000; Spelke, i988). This research suggested that young infants rvho saw

a novel box *"ith distinct parts move across an apparatus floor rvould perceive

the box and its parts as a single, connected object.

Our next experirnents (!Vu & Baillargeon, 2006, 2007a, 2008) exanined

infants' responses to events in rnrhich one or more parts of a box rnoved whj.le

the box rvas briefly bidden. in designing these experiments, we considered

three d.ifferent wa,r,s in which parts might rnove; for ease of coinrnunica-

tion, we refer to these as changes in iocation, position, and orientation. A

location change is one in which a part moyes from one side of the object to

another; a position change is one in which a part remains on the same side of

the object, but moves up or dolvn; and finally, ar orientati.on change is one

in rvhich a part presen'es its location and position on the object but changes

its orientation.
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Evidence that infants might discriminate between at least some of these

changes came from'researchbySlaughter andHeron (2004)' In one experiment'

l2,rnlonth-old infaats were habituated to pictrries of a novel three-dimensional
'geobod-vr, which consisted of a large cylindrical red 'torso' with two-cFlindd-

Jl blo" '1.gr', trvo cylindrical green 'arms', and a square yellow'head" Across

pictures,&egeobodyrr,asshonrnlvithitsalmsandlegsindifferentorientations.

burirrg the t!st, the infants were shown scrambled geobodies $'ith their arms

and legs either disconnected or moved to different locations (e'g'' one arm and

orr" i .gw"r.nowattachedtoadifferentsideoft letorso'orbotharmswere

attached to the head.) The infants dishabituated to these scrambled geobod-

ies, suggesti-ng that they (1) rePresented l"'hich parts were located where on the

habifiion geobody and (2) discriminated between the orientation changes

shorvn in habituation and the location changes shown in test'

In the foiiowing, we'&scribe our experiments on orientation, position, and

location changes, and conclude rvith an experiment on aPPearance changes'

r2.2.3.1 Orientat ion changes

ln Experiment 6 (Wu & Baili4rgeon, 2006), 5'5-month-old infants were;h1wn

an inlrt or a self_propelled box with tlvo salient parts; during test, while the box

rvas briefly hidden, the orientation of its parts rvas changed' Our er1eriments

examined whether the infane would I'iew this change as surPdsing when the box

lvas inert but not w-hen it was self-propelled, because in the lattel case they could

infer that the box had used its internal energy to reonent its parts (e'g', in the same

rvay that a ma' might change the orientation of his arms rvhile o*t of siglrt).

The infants rvere assigned to an inert or a self-propeiled condit ion

(see Fig. 12,8) and rvere shorc'n events invoh'ing a blue box rvith two large

,..r*glotu, flaps. Ihe flaps were attached to the upPer left and right edges of

theboxanclrestedagainsteachotheratthetoP,abovethebox(similartotwo

}arge.ears,torrchingeachotheratthetop)'Theinteriorandcxteriorsttrfaces

uf ih. fl"p, and the top of the box .were red and decorated rvith bright yello*'

dot.s. The fan:iliarization trials were modeied after those in Experiment 3 and

used the same aPParatus'

lntheself-propelledcondit ion,thelval]part i t ionattheriglrtoftheappa.

ratus was in its far position; the box emerged to the right of the large screen:

traveled to the right a sb.ort distance, and then reversed direction on its own

to return behind the screen, In the inerf condition, the wall Partition was in its

nearposit ion;theboxmovedasbeforebutnowhitthewal].Palt i t ionbefore
reversing direction and returningbehind the screen. Following the familiariza-

tion trials, all ofthe infants received a single test trial in which they sarv either

ano-changeorachangeevent'Attbestartofeachevent'theboxstoodbehind
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Familiarization evenl
lnert ccndition

Test events
Change eveni

Fig, 12.8 Schematic of the familtarizai ion and test events used in Experiment 6
(Wu & Bail largeon, 2006).

a srnall .screen laf ing flat on the apparatus floor, near the Ieft wall. The screen
u'as rotated upvo'ard to hide the box and, after a p.;1u5s, rvas rotated back dorvn
again. \.Vhen revealed, ttre box q'as either the sanle as before ino-change event)
or h/as altered: its flaps had moved apart and norr. extcndecl on either sicle of its
top s,rface, parallel to the apparartus lloor (change eve't)- The screen rvas then
rotatecl again, to begin a ne*'e'ent cycle; the box ahr'ays had its ilaps togethel
in the no-change event and had its flaps alternately together and apart in the
change event,

In the irrert condition, the infants rvho saw the change event looked reliably
longer than those rvho sa!r' the no-change e'ent; in the self-propelled condi-
tion, in contrast, the infau.ts tended to iook equally at the two events. Together,
these results suggested that 5.5-month-oid infants realize that a self-propelled
object can use its internal energy not onl,v to control its motion through space,

Self-propelled condilion

No-change event
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as \,ve sa\{ in previous sections, but also to altel the orientation ofits parts.
Additional support for this interpretation came from another experiment
(Experimeot 7) that used a new blue box with a single, jagged flap extending
from its upper left edge, parallel to the apparatus floor (see Fig. 12.9), Th;
Iower portion ofthe flap was red and rvas decorated r.vith yeno*'dotr; its upper
portion consisted of three yeliow, triangular projections. In the change test
event, the flap rvas flipped up*'ard to hang above tjre box (similar to a large'tail' extending either behind or above the back of an animal). The results ;f
Experiment 7 rvere identical to those of Experiment 6, and confirmed that
young itfants are surprised when th€ parts ofan inert but not a self-propelled.
object spontaneously change orientation.

12 .2 .3 .2  Pos i t ion  changes

our next experiment (wu & Baillargeon, 2008) examined infants' responses
to e'enis in rvhich the parts ofa box changed positio', rather than orientation,
*hen the box '',r'as briefly hidden. As mentioned earlier, by a position change
we mean a change in the place where a part is connected to the box: the part
remains on the same side of the box but mol'es up or dorvn. l\re speculated
that, as rgith orientation changes, young infants might view position changes
as surprising for an inert b*t'ot a self-propeled box. To young infants with
a lirnited understanding of hor.r'conr:ections are made or of how far they can
stretch or shift in an,v directio', it might seern possibre for a self-propelled box
to use its internal energ.y to move its parts up or down (e.g., perhaps in the
same way that a man can rnove his shoulders, or his eyebrows, up or dorvn,)

Experinent B used the same design as Experiments 6 and 7, with a nerv red
box that u'as decorated rvith tr'o bl'e stripes at the bottom and that sporteci
a yellolv rectangular flap on either side, parallel to the appar.atus floor (see
Fig. 1?'9). For half the i'fants, the flaps \^,'ere e\.en rvith the top of the box i'
the falniliarization a'd the no-change test events and rvere positioned lolver
(just above the blue stripes) in the change test evenr; fot the other infants, the
revelse was true. Results ,;r'ere identicirl to those in Experinrents 6 ancl 7: in the
ircrt condition' the i'fants rryho sar.v the change event rooked reliabrv ionger
than those *u-ho sarv the no-change e'ent, rr,hereas in the self-propelled coniri-
tion, the intants looked about equallv at the two events. f'he infants were thus
surprised rvhen the i'ert but not the self,pr.opelled box changecL the position
ofits flaps up or down.

12.2.3.3 Location changes

As was mentioned earlier, location changes ref'er to cha'ges in which a part
moves to zr differe't side of a box. we speculated that s.ch .horrg.s, .rn1ik"
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Orientation

Position change

:::::j:::s

Location change

Appearance cnange

Fig, 12.9 Boxes used to investigate inJants' sensiiivity to an crientation change
(Experiments 6 and 7;Wu & Bail largeon,2006), a posit ion change (Experiment8;

Wu & Baillargeon, 2008), a location change (Experiment 9; \Aru & Baillargeon, 2008),

and an appearance change (Experiment 10; Wu & Baiilargeon, 2007a)'

change

A

ffi

f . . ,

{:::
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orientatioa and position changes, miglrt seem surprising to infants even for a
self-propelled box. if infants inlerpreted a location change as indicating that

a part had becorne disconnected from its initial location on the box and had
become reconnected at the ne'lv location, then such a changewould v:iolate .two

corollaries of the principle of persistenceitl.,e cohesionandboundednessprin-

ciples (e.g., Spelke, 1990, 1994; Spelke, Philiips et al., 1995). These principles

state that objects are connected zLnd bounded entities: they cannot. spontane-

oush fragment as they move (cohesion) or fuse with other objects (bounded-

ness). Numerous experiments have shown that infants aged 3 months and

older detect violations ufien objects spontaneously break apart or become

connected to other objects (e,g,, Kestenbaum et a1., 1987; Needham, 1999"

2000; Needham & Baillargeon, 1997; Spelke, 1988; Spelke et al., 1993).

la Experiment 9 (Wu & Baillargeon, 2008), 5.5-month-old infants were test-

ed with the saine procedure as in the self-propeiled condition of Experiments

6 to 8, using a new red box with two rectangular yeliow flaps (see Fig. 12.9). For

baif the infants, the flaps were on opposite sides of the box, flush *rith its top,
in the familiarization and the no-cirange test events, and the right flap moved

to a new location a short distance below the left one in the change test event;

for the other infants, the reverse was true.*.esults indicated that the infants

who sarr the change event looked reliably longer than those who saw the
no-change event. For the first time in tlis series of experiments, infants viewed

the-change introduced-a part moving'from one side of a self-propelled box

to the other-as urexpected, as though they realized that no application

of internal energy could result in a part becoming disconnected from one

location and reconnected at another location.

The results of Experiment 9 extend the results of Slaughter and Heron
(2004) mentioned earlier in several ways. First, they suggest that, when shown

a simple self-propelled object wlth two parts, infants as young as 5.5 months

of age detect t'hen one of the parts changes location. Second, the results

indicate that infants' ability to detect location changes does not depend on
the parts being synrnretrically distributed; similar tesults were obtained in

Experiment 9 whether the two parts were initially on the .same side or on
opposite sides of the box. Finally, the results suggest that infants not only

detect location changes but view tb.em as unexpec.ted. Infants in Experiments

6 to 9 looked reliably longer at the change event when the parts of the self-
propelled box changed location behind the screen, but not when they sim-
ply changed orientation or position. These results suggest that the infants

realized that no application ofenergy could allorv a self-propelled object to

disconnect a part (a cohesion violation) and reconnect it elsewhere (a bound-

edness vioiation).
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12,2.3.4 APPearance changes

Experirnent 10 (wu & Baillargeon, 2007a) examined 5.5-month-oid iofants'

responses to events in which a ,part of a seltpropeiled box presewed its orienta-

tion, position, and location but changed its appeaance'(ie., its size, shaPe' Pat-

tern, and color) tvhile thebox,rvas occluded bya screen.We expectedthatinfants

would find such a change surprising. According to the principle ofpersistence

(e.g., Bailiargeon, 2008; Baillargeon et a1., 2009), an object, rvhether inert or

self-propelled, cannot magicaliy change its appearance: apples cannot change

into bananas, and frogs (]1o matter what the fairy tales say) cannot change ilto

princes. \{4rether infants detect an appealance change in an eveot depends on

? t ) *'het6er they have identified the relevant variables (e'g., size, shape, pattern,

and color) for the event category involved, and hence (2) rvhether thef hclude

information about these variables in their physical representation of the event

(e.g., Wang & Baillargeon, 2006, 2008)- Prior research indicates that' by 4'5

months of age, infants have identified height, width, and shape as occlusion

variables (e.g., Baillargeon & DeVos, 1991; Wang & Baiilargeon, 2006; Wang

et a]^,2A}4;wi1cox, 1999) and thus detect appearanc€ changes involving ttrese

variabies in occlusion events. For example, Wilcox (1999; Wilcox & Baillargeon,

lggsa, 1998b) found that infants aged 4.5 months and older are surprised if a

self-propelled box changes into a self-propelled ball r,''hen passing behind a

scr€en too narrow to hi.de both objects at once. Experiment 10 built on these

results and asked lvhether infants lvould realize that not even a part of a self-

propelled box couid change its appearance rt'hile the box'rvas briefl,v occluded.

Infants were tested with the same procedure as in the self-propelled condi-

tion of Experiments 6 to 8. Forhalf the infants, theboxused in the faqiliariza-

tion ancl the no-change test events was the blue box rvilh the 1rcllow jagged flap

from Experinrent 7, and the box rised in the change test event was a similal

blue box with a nerv flap consisting of a red iralf circle outlined with iight green

tape ancl rjecorated rvith dark green stars {see Fig. 12.9); for the other infants,

tlre reverse was true, In eitlrer case, infants rvhO saw the change event looked

reliabl.y longer than those who saw the no-change event, indicating that by 5.5

months ofage infants recognize that a self-propeiled box caunot change the

appeirance of a part. (Because ar 5.5 nonths infants haYe identified size and

shape but not yet pattern and color as occlusion variables, \\'e susPect that the

infalts in Experiment l0 responded primarily to the impossible change in tlte

size and shape ofthe box's flap; \\rilcox' 1999.)

t 2.2.3.5 Persistence revisited

One important theme to emerge from the reseatch reported in this and the

preceding sections is that even young infants recognize that the principle of
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persistence applies somewhat differentl-v to self-propelled and inert objects.

lnfants recognize that, when behind a screen, a self-propelled object may

use its internal energy to move to an alternative hiding place (Experiments

3 to 5), to change apart's orientation (Experiments 6 and7), or to change

a part's position (Experiment B). At the same tirne, infants view as impos-

sible other changes that cannot be explained by an application of internal

energy, such as disappearing into thin air (Experiment 3), changing a part's

location (Experiment 9), or changiog a part's aPPearance (Experiment 10).

For inert obiects, in contrast, infants construe all ol the changes iisted here as

impossible.

These findings suggest two conclusions. First, when it comes to distinguish-

ing between possible and impossible changes, what the principle of persistence

essentially states is that objects can undergo no uncaused change. Because a

self-propelled object can use its internal energ,v to change the orientation of its

parts, such a change is deemed possible; because an inert object cannot spon-

taneously reorient its parts, such a chan!;e is deerned impossible and is flagged

as a persistence r"iolation. Second, infants adoPta conservative stance in judg-

ing 'rvhat changes might be caused or uncaused in the world. If the handle of a

teacup changes orientation behind a screen, infants do not assume that some

causal process unknown to them must have effected the change; only when

they possess some hint about the causal process that could have produ.ced a

change (e.g., an application ofinternal energy) do iheyvieu'the change as pos-

sible. Of course, because of their limited physicai larowledge, infants are very

often lr'rong about the nature, operation, or details ofthese cattsal processes;

we return to this point in a later section. i

12.2.3.6 Links to {urther results: expecting self-propelled objects
to move

In all ofthe oiperirnents discussed so far, iufants aged 4-6 nronths categorized

rhe novel object they wele shown as self-propellecl baseci on rvhat might be

called behavioral information: the object either initiated its motion in plain

vierry or reversed direction on its orm. Prior research suggests that infants aged

7 months trnd older can also use featural inforrnation to determine lvhich

objects are likely to be self-propelled and which are not (e.g., Golinkoff et a1",

1984; ]ohnson et a1., 1998; Markson & Spelke, 2006; Poulin-Dubois et al.' 1996;

Poulin-Dubois & Shultz, 1 988, 1990; Rakison, 2003; Rakison & Poulin-Dubois'

20A1,2002; Spelke, Phillips et a1., 1995; I'raeuble et a1., 2006; Woodward et al',

1993). Indeed, ive have already discussed evidence to this effect: recall that the

7-month-old infants tested by Woodward and het coleagues (Spelke, Phillips

et al., 1995;'W'oodrvard et a1., 1993) viewed the man and wornan who walked
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back and forth behind the occluder as self-propelled. Additional evidence

comes from research by Traeuble et al. (2006). In one experiment, 7-month-

old infants first received a trial in which they salv trvo objects standing apart

and motionless on an apparatus floor: a ball and a novel toy animai with a face

and a furry body. In the next trial, the ball and animal were internvined aad

moved together in a self-propelled manner. In the final trial the two objects

again stood apart and motionless. The infants looked reliably longer at the

animal on the last than on the first trial, suggesting that they (1) believed that

the animal was more likely than the ball to be self-propelled, (2) assumed that

the animal was the cause of ttre nvo objects' joint motions, and (3) anticipated

that the animal might rnove again.

These results give rise to an interesting question concerning some of the

experiments discussed in previous sections. To see whn consider the infants

in Experiments 6 to 8 who saw the no-change event in the test tdal. Given the

results of Traeuble et al. (2006), we might ask q'hether the infants who believed

the box was self-propelled tended to iook longer than those x'ho believed the

box was inert, because they erpected the box to move again. Of course, such

a prediction might not hold in our experiments, for two reasons: first, the

screen in front of the box lvas continually raised and loltered throughout the

trial, so that the infants might have been preoccupied with other aspects of

the event; second, the effect obsen'ed by Traeuble et al. might be found prima-

ril)'in situations where infants are presented lvith tq'o objects standing side by

side, one inert and one seif-propelled. Nevertheless, to get at this question, t'e

pooled the data from Experiments 6 to 8 and compared the responses to the

no-change test event ofthe infants in the inert and self-propelled conditions.

No reliable difference r,r'as found, suggesting that our experiments did not cre-

ate an appropriate context to observe the effect reported by Traeuble and her

colleagues.

Markson and Spelke (2006) reported findings that might at first appear con-

si,stent with those of Traeuble et al. (2006) but inconsistent rvith our orvn. In

a series of ex?eriments, 7-rnonth-ol<i infants saw hl'o familiarization everts in

which tl'rey rvere presented with nt'o different winduP to,Ys from the same cat-

egory (e.g., ttco animals, two vehicles, or two amorPhous shapes consisting of

the toy animals covered with various materials)' In one el'ent, an experimenter's

hand held one object (e.g., a bear) and rnoved it across the apparatus (inert

event). In the othel event, the hand held a differerrt object (e'g.' a rabbit) and

released iU the object then nroved across the apparatus until it rvas stoPped by

the hand (self-propelled event), During thc test trials, the two objects stood aParl

and motioniess on the apparatus floor, and the infants'looking time at each

object was measured. Analysis of the test data rel'eaied trvo findilgs. First, as
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in Traeuble et aL, tbe infants looked reliablylonger at &e self-propelled object,
as rhough anticipating that it would move again. Second, &is last result was
obtained whea &e rwo objects were animals but not when they were vehicles or
shapes. Iv{arkson and spelke concluded that the infants could'reiiablylearn the
property of self-propeiled motion only for animate objects' (p. 67).

This conclusion is swprising in light of the results of the many experiments
reported in this chapter where infants readily learned whether the otriects
shown in the familiarization trials were self-propeiled or not, However, Shutts
et al. (Chapter 8) recentlysuggested that extraneous factors migtrt have con-
tributed to the different results Marlson and spelke (2006) obtained with their
animals, vehicles, and shapes. Specificaiiy, when released by the hand, the ani-
mals rhoved in a way that clearly suggested they were self-propelled, because
they had various parts that rnoved independently (e.g., a mouth that opened
or a head that bobbed up and down); in contrast, the vehicles and shapes
moved rigidly across the apparatus, leaving open the possibility that the hand
had set them in motion rvhen releasilg them. According to this interpretation,
the infants failed to learn rvhich object in each pair of vehicles or shapes was
self-propelled simply because they received no clear evidence ttrat either object
was in fact self-propeil'bd. To test tleir interpretation, Shutts et al. conducted
experiments with vehicles and other objects that gave unambiguous evidence
of self-propulsion (e.g., a truck that had independently moving parts anrJ. peri.
odically changed direction, a shape that flipped over bacisvards severar times).
As predicted, and consistent with the findings reported in this chapter, infants
nou' readily learned rvhich object was inert and which was self-propelled in ail
pairs of obiects.

12.2.4 Can a self-propellbd object remain stationary
when hit?

The evidence reviewed in the previous sections suggests that young infants
believe that a seif'propelled object can use its internal energy to sportaneousiy
rrove itself or its parts, either in or out of yiew. In this section and the next, lve
exanrine whether young infants also believe that a seif'-propelled object can use
its internal energy to resisr moving.

The point of departure fcrr Experiment l1 (Luo et al., in press) came from
investigations ofinfants'responses to co.llision €vents. prior research with jrerr
objects (e.g., Baillargeon, 1995; Korovsky & Ilaillargeon, 1998, 2000; Wang
et al., 2003) suggests that, rvhen a first object hits a second obiect, infants as
young as 2.5 months ofage expect the second object to be dispiaced and are
surprised if it is not. By 5.5 to 5.5 months, infants take into account the size (or
weight) of the first object, and they expect the second object to be displaced
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farther rvhen hit by a larger {or heavier) as opposed to a smaller (or lighter)

object. Finally, by about 9 rnonths, infants begin to take into account the size

(weight) ofthe second object, and now they expect a very iarge (hear1') object

to remain stationary r.r'hen hit by a small (light) object. Prior research rt-ith sef

propelled objects (e.g., Leslie, 1982, 1984b; Leslie & Keeble, 1987; Oakes, 1994),

however, paints a different picture: in particular, it suggests that young infants

may not expect a self-propelled object to be displaced t'hen hit.

In a seminal experirnent, Leslie and Keeble (1987) habituated 6-month-old

infants to one of i*'o filmed events; both events involved trvo self-propelled

objects, a red and a green brick.3 In one event (launching event), one brick

began to move torvard the other brick and collided t'ith it; the second brick

then imrnediately moved off. In the other event (dela,ved-reaction event), the

second brick rnoved offoniy after a 0.5-s delay. During tesi, the infants natched

the same event thev had seen during habituation, lolr' shou'n in reverse. The

infants hab.ituated to the launching el'ent shot'ed greater recovery ol atten-

tion ttran those habituated to the delayed-reaction event, suggesting that the

infants attributed a causal ro-le to the first brick onl,v in the launching event:

the.v assumed that the {irst brick caused the second one to move in the habitu-

ation trials, and they looked reliably longer when the bricks' causal roles n'ere

reversed in the test trials.

From the present perspective, the results ofthe habituation trials were just

as interesting: the infants tended to look equally I'hether they l'ere shorvn the

launching or the dela.ved-reaction event (see also Leslie, 1982, 1984b; Oakes,

1994). This findi.ng suggested that the infants were not surprised rvhen the

second brick clici not move off immediately when hit. As such' this finding gave

rise to the possibiliqv that infants also might not be surprisecl if a self-propelled

object did not move off ar alJ when hit. Experiment 1 1 examined this possibil-

ity: it asked rvhether 6-month-old infants rr'ould be surprised u'hen an inert

br.rt not a self'-propelled object remained stationary u'hen hit.

J'l-re infants rvere assi.gned to an inert or a seli-propelled coridition and received

farniliarization trials iclentical to ihose in Experinrent 3 (see Fig. ]2.10): a box

emerged frorn behind a largc screen, traveled to the right, ilnd then reversed

direction either spoutaneouslv (self-propelled condit ion) or ir f ter hit t ing a

rvall partitior at the right end of the appal'atlls (inert condition). Next, a1l of

the iniants saw the same test event) on tr+o successive trials: arl experitnenter's

gloved hand hit the box, which remained stationary.

3 Because the first brick always initiated its motion in plain view, and the nvo bricks dift'ered
only in color, lve assume that the infants.rierved not onl,v the first brick btrt bo0t bricks as
self-uropelled.
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Familiarization event

lnert condilion

Test evenl

Fig. 12.10 Schematic o{ the farniliarization and test events used in Experiment 11
(Luo et ai., in press).

In l ine with the research summarized in the preceding paragraphs, rve
preclicted that the infants in the inert condition would expect the box to move
when hit and would be surprised that it did not; in contrast, the infants in
the self-propelled condition rr'ould norbe surprised that the box did not rnove
rr'hen hit, because the,v could inf'er that the boxlvas using its internal energy
to dorurterirct tlie hand's impact. We thus predicted that the intants in the
inert condition rvould Iookreliably lorger dr.rring the test trials than would the
infants in the self-propelled condition.

Results indictrted that, although the infants in both conci i t ions looked
equally dr-iring the familiarization trials, infants in the inert condition 

.looked

reliably longer than those in the self-propelled condition during the test trials.
Similar results were obtained in another experiment in rvhich the gloved lrand
pulled on a strap attached to the left side of the box; as in Experiment I 1, the
box renrained stationary rvheu acted upon.

Together, these results suggest that,.by 6 nronths ofage, infants assurae that
n 5gi{'-prqpelled object can use its internal energy to resist or counteract efforts

Sell-propelled condition
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to move it, As such, these results are consistent with the evidence revieryed ear-
lier that infants are not surprised when a self-propelled object does not move
immediately upon being hit (e.g., Leslie 1982, 1984b; Leslie & Keeble, 1987;
Oakes, 1994). When a self-propelled object is hit, infants aBpar€ntly assume
that ( I ) it can elect to go along with the efforts to move it (recall that the
infants tested by Leslie and Keebie ( l9B7) assumed that the fust brick caused
the second one to move; and the infants tested byWoodward et a1. (1993) may

also have assumed that the firsthuman caused t}te other human to morrc in the
contact test event); or (2) it can elect to resist these efforts, in rvhich case it rnay

choose to move after a delal', or not at all.

i2.2.5 Can a self-propelled object remain stable in midair?

Ifyoung infants believe that a self-propelled object can use its internal energ,v

to resist moving when hit, do thel' also believe that it can also use its internal
energF to resist falling wb,en released in midair? Experiment 12 (Luo et al., i.n
press) was designed to examine this question.

The point of departure for this experiment came from investigations of
infants' responses to support events. \{e have suggested (Li et al., in preparation;

Yuan & Baillargeon, 2008,2009) that infants are born rr-ith the intuitive under-
standing that each object has a weigltt, rvhich causes it to fajl; furthermore,
the heavier tbe object, the greater its tendengv to fal1. As infants learn about
support, they iearn about the rvays and means by rvhich an object's tendency to
fail can be checked: either (l) by the application of a force (as when a person's

hand holds an object; the heavier the object, the greater the force needed to
hold it in place) or (2) bythe introduction of asurfaceinthe path of the object,
blocking its fall.

Consistent with this aual,vsis, prior research with in err objects (e.g.,

l3ai l largeon, 1995; Bai l largeon et al. ,  1992; Hespos & Bail largeon, 2008;
I , i  e t  a i . ,2006,  under  rev iew;  Needham & Ba i l la rgeon,  1993;  Yuan &
Baillargeon, 2008, in preparation) suggests that, by 2.5-3.5 nronths of age,
infants (1) expect an object to lall lvhen released in midair, (2) expect an
object to be stable when held by a hand, and (3) have no clear expectation as
to whether an object should be stabie or fall when released in contact with
another object. By about 4.5-5.5 months of age, infants identifu a first sup-
port variable, type-of-contact: they norv expect an object to be stable rvhen
released on top of, but not against the side of, another object. By about
6.5 months of age, infants identif,v another support variable, praportion-

of-contact: they now expect an object to be stabie when released on another
object only ifhalfor more ofthe supported object's bottom surface rests on
the supporting obiect.
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In contrast ts these fudings, prior research wirtt self-propefied objects (e'g''

Leslie, 1984a) suggests that young infants may not exPect a self-propelled

object to fali when in midair. In one experiment, Leslie (i98aa) habituated

T,moath-old infants to one of several different filmed events. At the stalt of

one event, a hand grasped a doll resting on a table; t]]e hand lifted the doll

and cariied it offscreen, exiting at the top left coraer of the televisioo screen,

1n anoiher event, the hand was separated f,rom the doll by a short gap' Other

events were simiiar to the first t!vo, excePt that the hand was replaced with a

box. For present purposes, t]1e key finding rA'as that the infants looked about

equaiiy at all ofthe events during the habituation trials, suggesting that they

rvere not surprised to see a self-propelled object move in midair'

This conciusion is consistent with findings from myriad experiments in the

infancy literature-on object completion, object individuation, and physical

reSsoning, in particuiar-that have presented infants, for reasons of meth-

odological convenience, with events invoiving self-propelled objects moving

in midair (e.g., Bremner et a1., 2005;.S, P' Iohnson, 2004; S' P' Iohnson et

a1,, 2003; Ke]lman & Spelke, 1983; Kochukhova & Gredeb?ick' 2007; Slater

et al., 1996; Spelke, KeStenbaum et al., 1995; see also Experiments 4 and 5)'

Had the infants in these experiments been surprised or confused to see the

objects move in this manner, the results of the experiments would have been

consistently negative; the fact that thiy were not suggests that young infants

believe that self-propelled objects require no external suPpolt to move in

nridair. Experiment 12 examined this issue more directly, and asked whether

6.5-month-old infants would expect an inert but not a self-propelled box

to fall when released in midair.

The infants rvere assigned to an inert or a self-propelled condition and were

given the same familiarization trials as in Experiment I 1. Next, all of the infants

saw the same test event, On ttvo successive trials: to start, an experimelter's

gloyecl hald held the box in midair; aftet a pagse, the hand released the box,

which renrained stat iouary (see Fig' 12,1I).

In line with the research sumnarized in the preceding, we Predicted that

infants in the inert condition wouid expect the box to fall when released and

would be surprised that it did not; in contrast, infants in the self-propelled

conclition would. nor be surprised that the box did not l'all, because they could

infer that the box rras using its internal energy.to counteract its own weight

and thus in effect to resist falling. lVe thus predicted that infants in the inert

condition rvoulcl look reliabiy ionger during the test trials than u'ould infants

in the self-propeiled condition.

Results indicated that, although the infants in the two conditions looked

equally during the familiarization trials, infants in the inert condition looked

3 1 9
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Familiarization event

lnert condition

Test evenl

Fig. 12.11 Schematic cf the familiarization and iest events useci in Exoeriment 12
(Luo et al. ,  in press).

reliably longer than tirose in the self-propelied condition during the test trials.
Sirnilar results rvere obtained in another experirnent in"lr'hich the box, instead
of being released in midair, :r'as released wirh onl,r'116 or ll3 of its bottorn
surface supported on a piatform; as before, the box remained stationary rvhen
released. lnfants in tire inert condition realized thtrt the box was reieased rvith-
out adequate support and should fali (recall that infants this age have already
identified proportion-of-contact as a support variabie); in contrast, infants
iit the self-propeliecl condition recognized that the box could remain stable
because it could use its internill energv to keep itselfin place.

12 .2 .s .1  Tes ts  w i th  younger  in fan ts

\{e have suggested that infants are born with an intuitive understanding that
each object has aweight r+'hich canses it to fall unless this i+.eight is courlter-
acted (1) by a force, which nrav be either external to the object (e.g,, a hand
holding a cup) or internal to the object (e.g., a hun.rmingbird hor.ering near a
florrer), or (2) by a surface blocking the object's path. Ifinfants are born rvith

Seltpropelled conditicn

and iest events useci in Experiment 1 2
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lnert condiilon

Test events
Unsupported eveni

Sel{-propelled condition

Test events
Unsuppcrted eveni

Fig.12.12 Schentatic c1 the test events used in Experiment 13 (Yuan & Bail largeon,

2008) .

this causal knowledge, they should be able to demonstrate it at a very early

age. Experinrent 13 (Yuan & Baillargeon, 2008) exanined this question, with

infants aged 2.5-3 months

The infants rvere assigned to an inert or a self-Propelled condit ion

(see Fig. i2.12) and saw a supported and an unsupPorted test event.

In the supported event shorvn in the inert condition, an experimenter's

g}oved hand held a red cylinder in n.ridair, lowered it onto a platform, released

Supporled evenl

Supported event
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it for a few seconds, and then lifted it back to its starting position. In the
unsupported event, the hand performed the same actions but the platform
now stood to the side so that the cylinder was released and remained stable
in nridair. The infants tn the self-propelled condition saw similar tesr events
€xcept that the hand was absent and the dinder moved by itselt.

As predicted, the infants in the inert condition looked reliablylonger atthe
unsupported than at the supported event (this result was replicated in another
experiment conducted rvith a slightly different procedure); in contrast, the
infants in the self-propeLied condition looked about equally at the *t'o test
events. These results suggested that, b).2.5-3 months of age, infants already
hold different expectations about the support ofnovel inert and self-propeiled
objects.

However, an alternative interpretation of the results of the self-propelied
condition was that the infants rvere merely confused b,v the self-propeiled

rylinder and held no expectation about its behavior. Experiment 14 (Yuan &
Baillargeon, 2008) rvas designed to address this ahernative interpretation and
also to confirm the results of the self-propelled condition in Experiment 13
(see Fi.g. 12.13).

The infants first received a familiarization trial. To start, the infants
faced a smali table r.vith a scalloped front edge that hid its top surface. An
experimenter's gloved i:ands grasped the two right legs of the table and rotared
it forward so that the infants could inspect its top surface. For half the infants,
this surface was closed (closed condition); for the other infants, the surface
had a large opening in its center (open condition). Next, all ofthe infants saw
the same test event, oi1 two successive trials. At the start of the event, the table
stood upright, and a self-propelled c,viinder .stood stationary in midair above
it. The c,vlinder then rnoved dorr'n, passing through the tabie until it r.r'as visible
beneirth it, and then returned to its starting position.

Although the ilfants in the ilvo conditions tended to look equally during
the faniliarization trial, the infants in the closed condition looked reliablv
longer during the test trials than did the infants in the open condition. These
resuits suggested two conclusions. First, consistent rvith the solidity principle
discussed in Experiment 2, the infants realized that the self-propelled c,viinder
could not pas.s through the closed iable; this result in tum suggested that the
infants rr'ere not, in fact, confused by tbe c1'linder and unable to r-eason aboui
its displacernents. Second, cotsistent rvith the results of Experiment 13, tbe
infants were not surprised to see the cylinder travel up and do'r.r'n through the
open table, presumably because they' ing"tr.O that the cylinder was using its
intetnal energy to initiate its rnotion and counteract its weight so as to resist
failins.
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Familiarization event

Closed condition

Tesi evenl

Fig .  12 .13  Schemat ico f  tne fami l ia r i za t ionandtes teventsused inExper i rnent l4
(Yuan & Baillargeon, 2008).

12.2.s.2 Kinds of explanations

To adults, the results of Experiments 12 to 14 (see also Experiments 4 and 5)

may appear particularly surprising: rvhy rvould infants believe that a novel

self-propelled object can move through the air or can remain stsble in rnidair?

However, a n-roment's reflection is sufficient to realize that from this perspective

we are not so very different fiom infants. If we rl'ere rvatching an ttnfamiliar inscct

crarr'l on a table and sarv it suddenly flv to a plant and hover near it, rve would

not be astounded: ifthe insect flies and hovers, then it follows that it carr fly ancl

hover, and rve rvould take these actions to be part of its behavioral repertoire.

Of course, as adults u'e knolv a great deal more than infants do about what

physical structures and processes might allorv an insect-or any other self-

propelled object, such as a bird,butterfly, helicoPter, or plane-to move through

the air. Infan*' reasoning in our experiments is no dotbt highly abstract and

divorced of most mechanistic detaiis: although infants may believe that a self-

propelled object can use its intert:al energ:f to move through the air, they can

have no conception at all of the particular mechanism that allows it to do so'
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This notion is strongly reminiscent of Keil's ( 1995) claim that orrr concepts

are 'embedded in theory-like structures rvhich owe their origins to a smali

but diverse set offundamental modes ofconstrual.. one key pbrt ofthese

early nrodes of construal may be more general expectations ... .fthat] exist

before any specific explanation or detailed intuitive theory and thus indicate

kinds ofexplanations rather than any particular explanation' (pp. 26G-261). In

line with Keils claim, we would argue that the irrfrnts i-n our erperiments are

offering kinds of explanattons, rather than specific or particular expianations,

for the actions ofour self-propelied objects.

12.2.6 Can a self-propelled object act on an inert object?

Do young infants believe that a novel self-propelled object can use its internal

energy to control not only its owrl motion, but also that of other objects? In

particular, do they believe that a novel self-propelied object can set an inert

object into motion, or prevent it from falling, through the application of force?

We discuss each question in turn.

12.2.6.1 Sett ing an inert object into motion

If infants believe that ( I ) an inert object cannot initiate its olvn motion and
(2) a self-propelled object can use its internal energ,v to exert a force on an

inert object and set it in motion, then the following prediction should hold:

if int-ants see an inert object emerge from behind an occluder and are asked

lvhich of trvo stationary targets, one inert and one self-propelled, could have

set it in rnotion, thel' 55o.,16 select the self-propeiled target. Ofcourse, infants

reaiize that an inert object, once in motion, can cause another inert object to

mov-e (e.g., Kotovskv & Baillargeon, 1998,2000; Wang et al., 2003; \{oodrvard

et al., 1993). However', when confronted with trvo stationary targets, as in

the situation described alrove, infants should correctly infer that or:ly the

self-propelled target could have initiated its o*'n motion out ofview and acted

on the inert object to set it in motion.

A nurnber of researclrers have recentl.1, exainined infants' ability to drLrrv

inferences about the likel,v carise of arr inert object's rnotion (e.9., Kosugi et al.,

2003; Saxe et a1., 2005, 2007). For example, in an experiment by Saxe et ai.
(2007), 7-month-olcl infants saw tb.o boxes standing left and right of n:idline

on an apparatus floor; each box had no top and no back. During tbe habituation

event, a beanbag tqas thrown out of one of the boxes (right box for half of the

infants, left box tbr the others) and landed on the apparatus floor beti{een the

boxes. Next, the infants saw t1{o test events similar to the habituation event

except that, after the beanbag came to rest on the apParatus floor, the fionts

of the boxes were lorvered, In the sane-side event, the infants salv a stationary
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human hand in the box &om which the beanbag had been thrown (the hand

emerged ftom a curtain at 1he back of the apparatus), and a block in the other

box. In the different-side event, the positions of the hand and block were

reversed. The infants looked reliably longer at the different- than at the same-

side event, suggesting that they ( I ) categorized the hand as a seif-propelled

object (they no doubt recognized it as a human body parr) and the beanbag and

block as inert objects (they had no evidence to the contrary); (2) understood

that the beanbag could not initiate its own moiion; and (3) realized that the

hand could have set the beanbag into motion' but the block could not.

The researehreportedin this chapter suggeststhat infants shouldlookequally

at the difi'erent- and same-side events if they saw the block move by itself prior

to the test trials so that they categorized it as seif.propelied, Evidence for this

suggestion comes from another exPeriment conducted by Saxe et al' (2007)

with'9.5-month-old infants. Prior to the experiment, the infants were given

er.idence that a small furry puppet lvas seif-ProPelled: it jumped slorvly across

the apparatus floor (it was controlled by invisible threads). At the start of each

test event, t\4ro screens stood on the aPParatus floor on either side of midiine.

The screens r*'ere lo'lvered to reveal two stationary objects: the puppet on one

side and a to). train on the other' Next, the screens were raised, and a beanbag

was throrrn from behi.nd one of the screens to land on the apparatus floor. Th€

infants looked reliabll'longer rvhen the beanbag emerged from the screen with

the train than from the screen with,the PuPPet, suggesting that they judged

tbat thepuppet could have set the beanbag in motion, but the train could not.

Because the puppet had no arms and was about the same size as the beanbag,

the infants' responses seemed to refiect an abstract inference that the PuPPet

could have used its internal energy to act on ttre beanbag rather than a specific

belief in the ptrppet's ability to throrv or kick objects' This conclusion is

consistent wjth our claim ig ttre last section that infants are Pfoducing abstract

hinds of explanations, clivorced of all meciranistic details, for the actions of

self-propelled objects (Keil, I 995)'

i2.2.6.2 Preventing an inert object from fal l ing

We salv earlier that infants expect an inert object to fall unless a stlrface blocks

its path or an extenral force counteracts its lveight (e.g.' Baillaryeon, 1995;

Li et al., ur:der revieH'; Needham & Bailiargeon, 1993; Yuan & Bailiargeon,

2008). This research gaYe rise to the following question: would.infants believe

that a novel self-propelled object could use its internal energy to exert a force

on an inert object and Prevent it from falling (e.9., in the same manner that

a hand might hold a cup in midair)? To address this question, we conducted

exoeriments rvith 4.5- to 5.5-month-old infants (Li et al', 2009a).
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Baseline condition

Test evenis
Unsupported event

Fig. 1 2.14 Scher,ratic of the test evenls used in the baseiine .cndiiion of Li et ai.
(2006).

Our research built on prior experiments that tested s.hether 4.5-month-old
infants have identified the variable type-of-contact in support er.rcnts and thus
realize that an object can be stable when released on top of, but not against,
another object (Li et al., 2006). ln a baseline condition, infants were shown a
supported and an unsupported test event (see Fig. 12.1a).

At the start of each event, a large yellorv platform sl.ood on the apparatus
floor, and a -yeilolv box rested at the bottom of the plattbrm's right wall.
In both test events, an experimenter's gloved hand placed a smal. l  green
box against the center of the platform's right wall and then released it. In
the supported event, the yellorv box rr'as sufficiently tall that the green box
restecl on it; in the unsnpported event, the,vellor.v box lvas much shorter so
that the green box rested rvell above it. 'i'he experiment thus asked rvhether

the green bo-x could be stable lvhen resting against the r ight rval l  of the
platform, rvith no sur-face immediatcly under it. Ilesults indicated that 4.5-
rnonth-old female inf'ants looke<l relirbl,r' lor:ger at the unsupported than
at. the supported cvent, ivhereas male iufants iooked aborlt  equally at the
two evcnts. Addjt ional results indicated that (1) maie infanrs aged 5-5.5
rnontl ls lool<ecl rel iably longer at the unsi:pported than at the supported
event and (2) fernrlle infants aged 3.5*4 months tended to look equally at
the trvo events. These and control results (in .,r'hich lhe hilnd never released
the greeu box) suggested that the varialrle fype-of-contact is icientified a few
weeks earlier in fenrale than in rnale infants, most likely beciruse of f'emale
infants' .superior depth perception at this stage of developnent (e.g., Bauer
et al. ,  i986; Gwiazda et a1., i9B9a, 1989b). (In order to learn thar objects
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Familiarization event

Test evenis

Unsupportecj eveni
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Fig. 12.15 Schematic of the {amiiiarization and test events used in Experiment 15
(Li et al., in preparation),

rypically f'all vrhen released against the side ofa platforrn, infants have to be

able to determine rvhether the objects are released against the platform or

in midair next to itl infants rvould expect the objects to fall rvhen released in

midair.)

Experiment l5 (Li et al. ,  in preparation) bui l t  on the preceding results

and asked whether infants rr'ould respond differently to the supported and

unsupported test eyents if iirst shown that the yellorv platform was self-

propelled (see Fig. 12.15). Woirld infants then conclude that the unsupported

event was in fact possible bccause the platforrn could use its internal energy

to 'hold' the green box in place? Part icipants rvere 4.5-month-old females

and 5.S-nronth-old nrale.s. Prior to seeing the tcst everlts, they received trvo

familiarization trials in u'hich they sa'w the yellorv platform filove back and

forth across the apparatus floor; the srnali green Lrox stood stationary at tlie
front oi the apparatus (to make it cleaf to the infants that the green box rvas

inert). Unlike infants in the baseline experiment, those in Experiment 15
tended to look equall,v at the suppor:ted and unsupported events, suggesting

that they believed that the self-propeiled platfonn couid use iis internal energy

to'hold' the green box against its midsection.
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Familiarization event

Tesl events
Unsupported evenl

Fig. 12,I6 Schematic of the familiarization and tesl events Lrsed in Experiment 16
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Of course, another possible interpretation was that the infants 'rvere simply

conftrsed by the seiFpropelled platform and thus had no expectation about the

outcomes of the subseguent events. To examine ttris alternative interpretation, in

Experiment 16 (Li et a1., inpreparation; see Fig. 12.16),4.5-month-oldfemales and

5.5-month-old males salv the same familiarization and test events as in Experiment

15, with one exception: in the test events, the platform $'as nor.\'shifted l0 crn to

the left. The tall and short 1'ellow bores stood in the snrne position as betbre, and

the gloved hand pertbrmed the sarne actions as before. Thus, in the supported

cvent, the hand placed the green box on the tall yellorv box; in the unsupported

event, the hand placed the green box in the same positicrn above the short )'ellorv
box, so that the green box appeared to float r>r hover in n:idair above it. The

inlhnts norv looked reliably longer at the unsuppc'rrted than at thre supported

event, suggestiDg that (1) they rvere not conftrsed b,v the self-propelled platform

and (2) ttrey believed that the self-propelled platform could use its internal er:ergy

to 'hol.d' the green box in place when the tlvo lvere in direct contact, but not r.vhen

they n'ere separated Lry a short distance. Infants in Experiment 16 could generate

no expianation for rvhy the green box remained stable rvhen released above the

short yellow box, and they rr'ere thus surprised by this event.

Supported event
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The results ofExperiments 15 and 16 are consistent with prior results from

collision experin:ents with inert objects, rvhich suggest that infants as young as

2,5 months ofage realize ttrat a force can only be applied through direct contact

(e.g., Kotovsky &Baillargeon, in Baiilargeon, 1995; Kotovsky & Baillargeon'

2000). These erperiments showed that, although infants expect a wheeled toy

bug to be displaced rvhen hit by a roiling cylinder, they also expect the bug

not to be displaced rthen a small obstacie prel'ents the q4inder from coming

into direct contact rqith the bug. In the same manner, infants in Experiments

15 and 16 apparentlv understood that the platform could'hold' the green box

only tbrough direct contact.

Readers inight be puzzled.b,v the results of Experiment I5. How could the

infants believe that the 1re1lo'rv platform prevented the green box from falling

by exerting a force upon it? The platform could not griP the green box, so

horv could it 'hold' it in piace? How could the platform exert a force on the

green box directly through its right rvall? Here again, following Keil (i995),

rve believe that infants are generaiing only an abstract kind ofexplanation

divorced {rom all specific mechanistic details: they assume that the platform is

exerting a force on the green box to 'hold' it in p1ace, but they have no idea at

all of the mechanism by which this feat is accomplished.

As adults, we too might occasi.onally find ourselves in the same position

as the infants in Experiment 15. Consider the follorving situation: we are

rvatching a science-fiction movie aud see a box-shaped alien creature fly to

an inert object on a planet's surface (e.g., a rock filled with kryptonite)' make

contact with the object, and fly off with it'. We rvould assume that the alien had

used its internal elrergy to someho'w seize arid carry off the object-just as the

infants in Expelilnent 15 assurned that the self-propelied platform was r"rsing

its internal energy to somehow'hold' the green box against its midsection.

12 2.7 Summary

Tl're evidence reviewed in this section suggests that, Lrom a very youllg age,

inftrnts distinguish betrveen inert and seli-propeiled objects. Furthermore,

infants seem to endow self:-propelled obiects rvith an internal source ofenergy.

On the on.e hanc1, infants are not surplised when shorvn events that can be

explair-rerl by assunring that a self-propelled object used its internal energY

to control its motion or that ofother objects. Thus, infants are not surprised

when a self-prclpelled object initiates its own motion, alters the dir-ection of its

motion) moves to a different location when or.rt of sight, changes the orienta-

tion or position of a part u'hen out of sight, remains stationary lvhen hit or

pulled, remains stable when released without adequate erternal sriPPofi, and

sets an inert object into motion or'hoids' it to prevent it from falling. On the
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other hand, infants are surprised il,hen shovvn events that cannot be expiained

by appealing to a self-propelied object's internal energl'. Thus, infants-are sur-

prised when a self'propelled object passes through a soliil obstacle' magically

disaPpears and reappears out of thin air, changes the iocation or appearance

of a part, and perhaps sets an inert object into rnotj.on or'bolds' it in place

without direct contact (infants may construe these last events witfrout

reference to the self-propelled object and simply assume that the inert object is

behaving in an inexplicable fashion.)

12.3 How do infants characterize self-propelled objects?

Irr Section 12.2,we have pror.ided evidence that infants distinguish beta'een

inert and self-propelled objects and attrjbute to the latter an internal source of

energy. But is this really how infants construe self-propelled objects? Perhags

infants vierv objects that spontaneousl,v initiate or aiter their motion as objects

that possess a rich constellation ofproperties, only one ofwhich is self-propul-

sion. Humans, for example, are not only self-propelled objects: they are also

agentsthat can pursue goals and animalsthat are composed of biological mat-

ter and that can undergo biological transforrnations such as grordh. Is it pos-

sible that the infants in our experiments vievrd the self-propelled boxes, balls,

columns, and cylinders we showed them not merely as self-propelled objects

but as agents or animals? We discuss each possibiliqv in turn.

12.3.1 Do infants distinguish between sel{-propelled
objects and agents?

1!'hen infants see a novel object move by itseiftrcross an apparatus, do they tend

to vierv it as an agent that does so because it w"ants to do so? Recent research
(reviewed in the following section) suggests that infants do not in fact eguate

self-propulsion and agency: a self-propelled object is not necessarily an agent,

and an agent is not necessaril,v self-propelled.

In order to be categorized as an agent, al'l object rnust demon,stlate that it

posse$ses at least trr'o essential properties: Iirst, its behavior must aPPe?lr to

be autonomous or self-generated, and second, its behavior rnust appear to be

intentional or guided by mental states such as perceptions, dispositions, and

goals. For ease of communication, we refer to the iirst prope$y as autoflomy

and to the second as ifttentiou each propertr is discussed in turn.

12.3.2 Autonomy

In a seminalseries ofexperiments, Woodrvard (1998, 1999) tested 5- to l2-month-

old infants' ability to reason about a human agent's motivational states.

HOW DO iNFA.NTS CHARACTERIZE S:ELF-PROPELLED OBJECTS '1

The infants first received habituation trials in rvhich they faced two toys: object

A, on the left, and object B, on the right. In each trial, a human agent's left

hand reachecl into the apparatus and grasped object A. During test' the two

toysf positions were reversed, and the agent grasped either object A (old-object

event) or object B (new-object event). Across erperiments, the infantS consist-

entiy looked longer at the new- than at the old-object event. We take these

results to suggest three conclusions: (l) during habituation, the infants attrib-

uted to the ag€nt a particular disposition, a preference for object A over object

B; (2) during test, the infants expected the agent to maintain this preference

and hence to form the goal of reaching for obiect A in its new Position; and

hence (3) during test, the infants rvere surprised when the agent grasped object

B instead of object A. These results provided the first experimental demonstra-

tion that infants as young as 5 moi:ths of age can already attribute motivational

states-such as dispositions and goals-to agents'

In additional experiments, Woodward ( 199B) found that infants did not look

reliably longer at the nerY- than at the old-object event when the human agent

was replaced rvith a flat occluder shaped iike an arm and hand, a rod tipped

with a sponge, or a mechanical claw. Woodrvard concluded that infants initially

attribute goais to human but not to nonhuman agents' Holvever, there was

another possible interpretation for the negative findings of the occluder, rod,

and claw experiments: because each object extended from the right side ofthe

apparatus, its right end was hidden from I'iew, rnaking it unclear whether its

actions r*'ere externaily or internally caused' If an o'bject must aPPear to be act-

lngautonomouslytobe construed as an agent, then perhaps the infants did not

attribLlte rnotivationil states to the occluder, rod, and claw simply because the

available information did not ciearly mark them as agents. This interpretation

predicted that 5-rnonth-olds might attribute such states to a nonhurnan agent if

given unambiguous evidence that they lvere faced with an autonorrous agent.

Experiment l7 (see Fig. i2.17) examined this prediction (Luo & Baillargeon,

2005a), with 5-month-old infants. Thc experiment inciuded. orientatiot:,

familiarization, display, and test trials. During tlre orientatir:n trials, a small

green box nroved back and forth across the ccntral portion of the apiraratus.

During the fanriliarization trials, a cylinder and cone were placed on either

side ofthe box near the left and right rvalls ofthe apparatus, respectively' In

each trial, the box rnoved tolvard and rested against the cone' During the dis-

play trial, the posilions ofthe cone and cylinder rvere reversed, Iinally, during

the test trials, the box approached and rested against either the cone (old-

object eveut), as beibre, or the cylinder (new-object event). As in Woodward's

(1993, i999) experiments, the infants looked reliably longer at the new- than

at the old-object event suggesti$g that (1) they viewed the box as an agent;

f ) l
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(2) during familiarization, the,v attributed to the box a prelerence lbr the cone

over tlre cl.linder-; and (3) during test, they expsglsd the box to nraintain this

prefer:ence and hence to approach the cone in its neu'position. Support for

these conclusi<>ns cirrt te fLorn a control condit jon (see Fig. 12.17) identical

to the experimentirl conclition just descr:ibed, rvitlr one cxception: dtuing the

familiarjz.atio:r trials, only the cone was present. Although the infants in this

condition could view the actiols of thc box during the farniliar-ization trials as

tlirected toward tbe goal ol contacting the cone, they had no infornation as to

rvhether the box rvould prefer the cone or tire rylinder rvhen both objects were

present in test. As a result, the infants teltded to looli equally at the ne*'- and

old-object test events.

The results of Experiment 17 indicated that infants as,Young as 5 months of

age can attribute motivational states to nonhuman agents. As such, these results
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provided support for the h-vpothesis that the infants in Woodrvard's (1998)
experirnent failed to attribute motivational states to the occlnder, rod, and
clau' because it rvas unclear rnihether these objects lvere acting irutonomonsly.
To provide at.ltlitional evidence for this interpr€tation, in Experiment 18 (see
Fig. I 2.I 8), infants wele tested rvith the same procedure as in the experimen-
tal condition ofLxperimer:t 17, except that a handle rvas attached to the box
(Luo & Baillargeon, 2005a). When the'handle rvas long and protruded from
the r ight side of the apparatus ( long-handle condit ion), making i t  unclear
'ir4rether the box \cas acting autonomously, infants looked about equally at
the nerv- and old-object test events. In contrast, rvhen the handle rvas short so
tlrat the box appeared to be acting on its own (short-handle condition), as in
Experiment 17, then infants agairr looked reliably longer at the new- than at
the old-obiect event.
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Together, the results of Experiments 17 and 1,8 provided evidence for firrc
conclusions. FirSt, infants as toung as 5 months of age attribute n:ofivatiosal
states sot only to humal but also to nonhuman agents- Second, and most
relevart to the present discussion, infants do not vier^r an object as an igent if
it does not clearly appear to be acting on its own. A rod, claw, or long-handled

box that protrudes,from one side of an apparatus and consistently approaches
object A over object B is not seen as an agent exhibiting a preference for object
A because it is unclear rvhether its behal'ior is self-eenerated or is caused bv

some external force.a

12.3.3 Intent ion

ln light of the results of Experiments 17 and 18, should we conclude that the
infants in the experiments rer.iewed in Section 12.2 of this chapter viewed the

seif'propelled objects theywere shown (e.g,, the boxes, balls, coiumns, cviin-
ders, etc,) as agents? After all, the objects appeared to be acting on their own,
with no visible har:dles guiding them to and fro. Hor,r'ever, recent research bv

]ohnson, Csibra, and their colleagues (e.9., Csibra, 2008; Iohnson et aJ.,2007;

Shimizu & Johnson, 2004) suggests that autononr.ous action alone is not suffi-
cient for infants to view a self-propeiled object as an agent the object must also
provide evidence that it is acting intentionalll'; perceptions, dispositions, goals,

and/or other mental states inside the object must be causing its actions.
In this view, an object that follorvs the same fixed path over and over again

(think of a cei.ling fan going round and round, or of the sun follou'ing the same
arc daily across the slry), or an object rr'hose behavior appears random (think

of a tree branch swaying in the wird), is unlikely to be viewed as an agent.
Only objects rvhose actions appear to be intentional, or guided by mental

states, can be agents. As we will see, infants seem to be sensjtive to several qpes

of evidence for intention, frorn taking turns in a conversation with a partner

to nrodi$ing one's behavior in order to achieve a goai, to selecting different
neans at different times to achier.e the same goal. Interestingly, ail of these
examples involve goal-directed actions, suggesting that intention may be easi-
est to detect in the context of communicative or other goals, as agents detect
and act on or react to external stimuli.

In a seminal series of experiments, Johnson and her collaborators (]ohnson

et al.,2047:' Shinrizu & ]ohnson, 2004) tested l2-month-old infants in a task

a Recentrescarchsuggeststhat,ifprovidedrvithsufficientcues,infantsmayviewtheactions
ofa roC or claw that protrudes from one side ofal apparatus as goal-directed in the sense
that the,v construe the rod or clau' as a mechanical device or tool manipulated by an
unseen agent to achier.e a certain goal (e,g., Biro & Leslie, 2007; Hofer et al., 2005).
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modeled after that of Woodward (f99S)-.As in Experiments 17 and 18, the

hurnan ag€ntwas replaced rvith a nonhuman self-propeiled object' an ovatr-

shaped'blob? covered rvith bright green fiberfill. The blob lvas placed near

the front of the apparatus; at the back of the aPParatus were two toys, object

A on tli'e 1eft and object B on the right. During each habituation trial, the blob

approached anil stopped against object A. During the test triais, the toys'

positions were reversed, and the blob approached either object A (oid-object

event) or object B (new-object event). At the start ofeach habituation and test

trial, the blob's front-to-back axis was aligned'with the object it approached

during the triaL The infants tended to look equally at the new- and oid-object

events. This negative result suggested that the infants viewed the blob as a self-

propelled object-because it initiated its motion in plain sight-but ror as

an agent: although the blob appeared to move autononously, it foilowed the

same fixed path on every habituation trial and thus gave no clear e'r'idence that

it rvas acting intentionally.
'fo 

borron'an analogy from Section 12.2 ofthis chapter, consider an object

that emerges from behind a screen and comes to a stoP. The object could be

self-propelled-but it could also be an inert object set in motion by some

externai force behind the screen. \.Ve saw that in such cases infants typicaily

seiect the second, r^.'eaker interpretation: they do not Yiele an object as self-

propelled unless it gives (rvhat they construe as) clear evidence that it pos-

sesses an internai source of energy' In the same li!'ay' a blob that repeatedly

apprcaches and contacts obiect A could be gursuing the goal ofapproaching

its preferred toy-but it could also be a self-propelled object moving on a fixed

path that happens to intersect with object A, These.results suggest that infants

again select the second' weaker interpretation: tirey do not'i'iew an object as

an agent unless it gives (what they construe as) clear evidence that it possesses

mental states.

Support for this interpletation comes from aclditional results by Johnson

and her colleagues (Johnson et al., 2007; Shimizu & Johnson, 2004). Infants

looked reliably longer at the new- than at the old-object event in two key

conclitions. In one, instead ofbeing aligned rvith object A at the start ofeach

habituation trial, the blob iaced a position rnidway between the two toys and

turned toward object A-as though making a choice-before approaching

it. In the other condition, the blob participated in a scripted'conversation'

with an experimenter prior to the habituation trials; the experimenter spoke

Engiish and the blob responded with a varying series of beeps. The positive

rasults obtained in each corrdition suggested that the infants norv viewed the

blob as an agent: the,v interpreted its behavior in habituation as reveaiing a

preference for object A, they expected this preference to be maintained in
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t€st, and they thus looked reliably ionger r'r'hen the blob aprroached object B
instead. Interestingly, negative results were obtained ( 1) if the blob remained
silent when the experimenter spoke (suggesting that it was not merd sd'eing
the experimenter taik to the blob that led the infants to vie*'it as an agent)
or-(2) 'if the b1ob"o-eeped as before but the experimenter remained silent
and stared at the floor (suggesting that it was not merely obsen'ing that the
box couid produce var;'ing beeps tha.t led the infants to view it as an agent;
apparently, variable seli--generated behavior, if it appears random, does not
constitute evidence of agency).

Not surprisingly, positive results rcere aiso obtained r.yhen the experimenter
and the blob conversed at the start ofthe test session ar,.d the blob turned
torrard object A at the start of each habituation trial: because each factor alone
led to an attribution of agency, both fuctors together naturally did so as rvell
(Shimizu & Johnson, 2004). Finaii,'"', in converging experiments using a'gaze-
follo*'ing'measure, Johnson and her colleagues (e.g., |ohnson, 2003; Iohnson
et al., I 998, 2008) found tJrat, after obsenring the blob turn torvard one of two
targets, 14- to l5-month-old infants tended to turn in the san:e direction ifthe
blob first participated in a conversation with an experimenter (agent cond!
tion), but not if it beeped and the experimenter remained silent (nonagent

condition).
Together, these results suggest that (t) infants vietv an object as an agent if

its actions appear not only autonomous but also intentional or guided by men-
tal states and (2) infants are sensitive to several types of evidence for intention,
A blob that beeps contingently in a conversation rvith an experimenter gives
evidence ofintention because it appears to be detecting and responding to the
utterances of the experimenter (a blob that beep.s on i1s o.rvn could be beeping
r:andornly). Similarly, a blob tirat first rotates toward and then approaches a
tol gives evideuce oiintention because it appears to be adjusting its behavior
so as to achieve a particular goal: namely, contacting its preferred toy. The
san"re could be sajd of the seJ.f-propelled box in Experimenrs 17 and L8 (short-

handle condition): although thc box moved back and forth across rhe center of
the apparatus in the orientation trials, it approached and stopped against the
cone in the fanriliarization trials, suggesting that it rvas rnodifying its behavior
so as to contact jts prefelred object.

Recent',vork by Csibra (2008) poiuts to ,vet another type of evidence for
intention: choosing different means io achieve the same goal across trials, This
resear:ch built on work by Kamewari et al. (2005), rvhich itseif rvas designed to
extend earlierrvork by Csibra, Gergeiy, and their colleagues (e.g., Csibra et a1.,
1999; Gergely et al., 1995). Kameryari et al. habituated 6.5-month-old infants
to a videotaped event in rvh.ich an agent moved around an obstacle to reach
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a target. The agent was eitl:er a human, a human-iike robot, or a self:Pro-

pelled box. In test, the obstacle rvas remoyed, and the agent either moved in a

straightline to the.target (new-path event) or followed the same Path as before

(old-p'ath event). lnfants looked reliably longer at the new- than at the old-

path event r,r'hen the agent was the human or the robot, but not when it was the

self-propelled box. csibra (2008) replicated this last, negat Ye result and sug-

gested'.that, because the novel seitpropelled box foliowed the same fixed path

in errcry habituation trial, infants were not certain rvhether it was an agent; it

was clearly acting autonomously, but there was perhaps insufficient evidence

that its actions r,vere intentional.

To test this idea, Csibra (2008) again habituated 6.5-month-o1d infants to

events in which a self-propeiled box moved around an obstacle to reach a

target; horveYer, the box norv moved around the right or the left end of the

obstacle on'alternate habituation trials. Resrilts were nolv positive' suggesting

that this siight variation in means rsas sufiicient to lead the infants to conclude

that the box's behavior lvas intentional. The,v attributed to the box the goal of

reaching the target, and they expected it to do so efficiently in every trial' ThBs,
''.vhen the obstacle was removed in test, they expected the box to now move

directiy toward the tal€et, and they'were surprised n'hen it did not'

Together, the results summarized here suggest that for infants a self-

propelled object is an agent if it gives evidence that it possesses mental states

such as perceptions, dispositions, and goals, To return to the question r:aised

at the start of this sectior: (i.e., did the infants in the experiments reviewed in

Section 12.2 of this chairter vierv'the novel self-propelled objects they were

Shorvn as agents?), we suspect that ill at leirst sOme cases the answer lvas nO.

For exanple, the infants in Experiments 1 and 2 wouid haYe had little basis to

vierv the box as an agent because it foilorved the same fixed path in every trial

as it moved back and tbrth across the apParatus.

12.3.4 Inert  agents

Tlre research on autonomy and intention leads to a stlong prediction; infants

rnight vierv an i?1erf obiect as an agent if it gave evidence that (l) it could pfo-

cluce sonre behavior on its orvn and (2) this behavior was guided by mental

states. Think, for exarnple, of the lviagical Mirror in the fairy tale'SnorvWhite',

who a[va,vs responds accurately r.r'!ren asked for the name of the faire st womal

in the kingdom. I,fost adults rvoul,c agree that the Magical i\4irror is an iuert

agent: although it cannot initiate its orvn motion, its coramunicative behavior

is self-generated and intentional.

Experiments 19 and 20 (Wu & Bail largeon, 2007b) were designed to

examine whether l4-month-old infants could vierv an object as an inert agent.

5 3 1
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Inspired by the work oflshnsoa and her colleagues (]ohnson et al., 2007, 200g;
Shirnizu & Johnson, 2004), rve used a beeping box as orrr agent.

In Experiment 19 (see Fig. 12.19), we first asked wbether infants rvould
vierv a box that responded with beeps in a conversation with an experiment-
er, but otherwise remained stationary, as inert. Alternative possibiliries were
that infants might expect any object caBabie ofself-generated behavior (such
as beeping) to be self-propelled, or that they might view any agenr as self-
propelled' To test whether the infants lsould viel'the box as inert, rve built
on the res rlts olExperiments 12ro 14 and examined r+,hether infants wouid
expect the box to fail rvhen released in midair

The infants rvere assigned to an inert or a self-propelled condition. The only
d.ifference betra'een the two conditions invoh"ed the first, orientation trial: the
box either remained stationary {inert condition) or moved back and forth
a short distance (self-propelled condition). Next, in a conversation l.rial. all
infants observed an experimenter {with bare hands) participate in a scriptecl
conversation rvith the box. The experimenter sat at window in the left side
ofthe apparatus and spoke English; the box responded rvith'an'ing series of
beeps. Following the conyersation (rn/hich lasted about 47 s), the experimenter
closed the curtain in the windorv and the box remained stationaw and silent
until the trial ended, In the ner1, familiarization trial, the box was held abov-e
the apparatus floor by a glo'ed hand that reached through a fringed curtain in
the window. Finally, in the test trial, the hand released the box,lvhich remained
stationary in midair.

Although the infants in rhe seli:propelled condition looked reliably longer
than those in the inert condition during the orientation trial (not surprisingl,v,
the box was more interesting when it moved thau rvhen it ren-rained stationary),
the infants in both conditions tended to look equally during the conversatioll
and familiarization trials. During the test triai, horn'ever, the infants in the inert
condition looked reliably longer than those in the self-propellecl condition.
"I'ogether, these r:esults suggested that the infbnts in the inert conciition r.iewed
the box as an inert agent: trl.though it beeped in response to the experimenter
in the conversation trial, it never moved on its or'n and hence posses.sed no
internal energy thar could allorv it to resist falling i.vben released in midair.

Experime't 20 was designed to provide adcl i t ional support for the
notion that the infants in the inert condition vierved the box as an inert agent
(see Fig. 12.20).

similar to E-rperiments 17 and 1 8, a'd the experirnents of Johnson anci her
colleagues (]ohnson et a1.,2007 Shimiz' & Johnson, 2004), Experiment 20
was modeled after wood'rvard's (r998) work and asked whether infants
would attribute to a box that beeped only lvhen one of trvo toys was revealed
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Fig, 12.19 Schematic of the orientation, conversation. {amiliarization, and test
events used in Experiment 19 (Wu & Baillargeon, 2007b).

Seli-propelled condition
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Fig. 12.20 Schematic of ihe orientation, {arniliarization, display, and test events used
in Experiment 20 (Wu & Baillargmn. 2007b).

Old-object event
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a preference for thattoy over the other toy. The infants &rst:eceived the same

orientation and convetsation triais as in the inert condition ofExperiment 19.

Next, the infants received familiarization trials in which the box stood cen-

tered and behind tvro smail covers. Hidden under the covers were two toys, a

bail and a block; ioy'position (left or right cover) was csunterbalanced across

infants. A gloved hand lifted and lowered the left cover and then the right

cover; the box beeped when the left cover was lifted to reveai object A, but not

rvhen the right cover was 1ifted to rerzeal object B. Next, the infants received a

display trial in which the box was absent and the hand lifted and lowered each

cover in turn to show that the to1's' Oottatoot had been reversed. Finally' in the

test trials, the box stood in its.original'position, the hand lifted and lowered

the left and right covers in turn, and the box beeped when object B but not

object A was revealed {nerv-object event), or when object A but not object B

was revealed {old-object evelt)'

Resuits indicated that the infants looked reliably longer at the new- than at

the old-object event, suggesting that they (l) viewed the box as an agent based

on its behavior in the conversation tial, (2) atfiibuted to the box a preference

for object A over object B during the famiiiadzation trials, and (3) expected

this preference to be maintained in the test trials and lvere therefore surprised

in the nelv-object event when the box beeped to object B instead of object A.

This interpretation was supported by the results of a control condition similar

to that in Experiment 17: when only one toy was present in the familiarization

trials, the infants tended to look equally at the new- and old-object test events,

because the-v had no information as to which toy the box would prefer when

both to1's lvere present in test.

12.3.2 Da infants distinguish between self-propelled
objects and animals?

In the previous section' lve asked whether the infants in the experiments

revierved in Section 12.? uightha'r'e viewed the self-propelled objects they

lvere sbown as agents. In this section, rve ask whether the infants might have

vie*'ed the objects as aninnls. As might be expected, how one answers this

questior: depends on how one characterizes infants' concePt of ani.mal; here

u'e consider nvo possible characterizations.

12.3.2.1 Animals as self-propelled agents

In a recent chapter, lvtandler (in press) suggested that infants 'divide the world

of objects into animals and nonanimals' (p. 5), and that their concept of aui-

mals is composed of tlvo .conceptual prirnitives: objects 'that start motion by

themselves' and objects 'that intelact contingently with ottrer objetts from a
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distance' (p. 13), According to Mandler, conceptual prirnitives are .innate,

in the sense that they are activated by innate attentional proclivitiest (p.ZZ);
they correspond to 'pieces of spatial information, especiaily movements in
space' (p. 7); and they are used by a Perceptual Meaning Analysis mechanism
to red€scribe (reduce and recode) percbptual patrerns into global and skeletal
concepts such as that of animal.

As may be clear from the evidence and arguments presented in prer"ious
sections of this chapter, our positioa differs from that of Mandler (in press)
on several counts. Filst, although we aiso emphasize the centrai importance of
the concepts self-propelled object and agent for infants, we see each of these
concepts as embedded in a causal framervork-the concept of self-propelied
object (with its link to internal energy) in the carsal frameryork that makes
possible infants' ph,vsical reasoning (e.g., Baillargeon et al,,2006,2009; Gelman
et al., 1995; Leslie, 1994; Spelke, 1994) and the concept ofagent (with its link
to mental states) in the causai framervork that makes possible infants'
psychological reasoning (e.g., Gergeiy & Csibra, 2003; Johnson, 2003;
Luo & Bail largeon,2007; Premack, 1990; Scott & Bail largeon,2009; Song
et al-, 2008). Second, infants appear to realize that self-propelled objects may
not be agents, and that agents may not be self-propelied, suggesting that
they recognize that the world of objects is not simplir composed of inert objects
and seif-propeiled agents.

Despite these differences, lve can still adopt Mandler's (in press) suggestion
that, for infants, animals are essentially self-propelled agents. If this hlpoth-
esis is correct, then it is likely that the infants in the erperiments reported in
Section i 2.2 did not view the novei self-propelled objects they were shown as
animals: as lvas djscussed earlier, there r.r'as tlpically littte or r:o evidence that
the objects were agents.

12.3.2.2 Animals as self-propelled biological agents

Subrahmanyarn et al. (2002) revierved evidence that,voung children distin-
guish behveen animals, rnoving machines, senden! machi.nes, tmd jnert objects.
According to these autltors, for an object to be classified as an animal, it is not
sufficient that it be self-propelled and an agent: it nust also be cornposed of the
'right kind of sttrff: namely, 'biologicai 

stuff (p, 3a7). T'his is because,voung
children's reasouing about anin:ate objects is informed by domain-specific
causal principles allowing them to appreciate 'the connection between biologi-
cal matter and animate motion' (p. 3a6). As ihe authors point out, .although

all objects obey the laws of physics, animate objects also obey biochernical
ones , . . the cause of animate motion and change comes from the channeled
release ofinterrrally stored chemical energy that is characteristic ofbiological

c-oNcLUSloNs

entities'(p.346). Althoughyoung children do notpossessan adult-likebiological
theory (e'g., their attribution ofanimate properties to animals is highlyselective;
see also Carey, 1985), their concept of animal still has fundamental biological
properties. Thus, rvhen asked rvhich objects can move by themselves and which
canno! children typically justify rheir answers with 'relevant comments about
their material composition and the inside of these objects, (p, 369).

What are the implications of the research and theoretical views of
subratrmanyarn et al. (2002) for infants' reasoning about animals? There are
at least tlvo developmental possibilities, one is that infants attribute internal
energ.v to self-propelled agents without distinguishing between biological and
noabiological energy. In this view, as i+ Mandler's (in press) view, animals
are initiall.v self-propelled agents. In rhe course of development, children
n'ould come to recognize that (1) certain self-propelled agents-animals_
are made of 'biological 

stuff and (2) animals'en€rgy emanates from the very
stuffthey are made of. Such expectations appear to be in place by at least
4 ,vears of age: for example, Gottfried and S. A. Geiman (2005) found thar
4-year-olds rvho lvere inter-r'iewed about unfamiliar aniurals and machines
*'ere reiiably more likely to ansl'er yes when asked if the animais, as opposectr
to the machines, used their'orvn energy'to move and grorv (see also Massey
& Gehnan, 1988; S. A. Geiman & Gottiried, 1996; Ivlorris et al., 2000).

Another developmental possibility is that infants possess expecrations about
self-propelled agents that go beyond rheir separate properties ofbeing self-
propelled and agents and that might be characterized as biological. one such
expectation has to do with the notion of insldes. Previous research suggests
that by 3-5 years of age children aiready expect animals and artifacts to have
dffirentinsides (e.g., Gelman, 1990; S. A. Gelman & Gottfried, 1996; Gotrfried
& S. A. Gelman, 2005; Simons & Keil ,  1995). Here we are focusing on the
sinrpler question ofwhether infants expect certain obiects to have insides. If
iniants expect self-propelled agents to have insides (but have no clear e.xpecta-
tions about the insides ofself-propelled objects that are not agents or about
the insides of agents that ar.e not self-propelled), the' it rniglrt suggest th't
infa'ts' corcept of a'irnal is not reducible to that of seif-propelled. agent. we
are beginning experiments to explore this possibility.

12.4 Conclusions
The evidence re'iewed in this chapter suggests three broad conclusions. First,
from a'ery early age, inlants distinguish betrveen inert and self-propellcd
objects and endow self-propelled objects with an internal source of energy.
A seif-propelled object can use its internal energy either directly to control its
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olwr motion (e.g., to ailer the direclion of its motion, to move to a nelv loca-
tion, to change the orientation or position of its parts, to resist moving when
hit, or to resist falling when released in midair) or indirbctly to controi the

motion of other objects, througlr the application of force (e.g., to set another

object in moti.on or to plevent it from falling).

Second, just as infants do not vieq'an object as self-propelled unless it pro-

vides (what they construe as) unambiguous evidence that it can mor-e itself

and thus has internal energl, infants do not vierr a self-propelled obiect as an

agent unless it provides (what'they construe as) unambiguous evidence that it

can act intentionall.v and thus has mental states. Infants thus appear to hold

separate concepts ofself-propelied object and agent, the first rooted in the

ca,usal frame.^'ork that makes possible their ph1'sica1 reasoning and the second
rooted in the causal franeworkthatmakes possible their psychological reason-

ing. \4&ether infants possess separate concepts ofself-propelied agent and of

animal is at present unclear.

Fina1l,r', infants' concepts of self-propeiled object and agent i-unction as
abstract'kinds of expianations' (Keil, 1995; Wilson & Keil, 2000) tiat are

devoid of all n:echanistic details but still make possible rich inferences about

objects' actions in new conterts. Thus, infants who endou'a box that initiates

its orvn motion with internal energy may not understand exactly how this

internal energy works or where it comes from, but the.v recognize that the box
can also use its energy to counteract a force exerted by another object (e.g., to

remain stationary rvhen hit) or to exert a force of its own (e.g., to hold objects

so as to prevent them from falling).

Together, these various lines ofevidence are thus helping us to better under-

stand the conceptual basjs ofinfants' cognitive development.
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Chapter 13

Clever eyes and stup:id hands:
Current thoughts on why
d:issociations of a,pparent
knswledge o€cur on solidlty tasks
Nathalia L. Gjersoe & Bruce M. Hood

13.1 Introduction
Researchers studying cognitive development in very 1,oung chiidren cannot
rely on'erbal reports to investigate knowledge, and so have to use other indi-
rect measures. After all, the word infant comes from the Latin for'one unable
to speak'. Eve* if verbal reports were readily available, they are not imnune to
higherJevel biases and production constraints that ftequently mask under.ly-
ing representational capability or lead to conflicting resuits, especially in young
children. This raises serious questions about the context in which behavior is
measured,'ivhich behavior to rneasure, and the different factors that limit or
constrain behavior. This chapter rvill outline some of the major theoretical
standpoints for why dissociations between different measures occur in devel-
oping populations. As a case-study, core knowledge regarding the soiidity
ofobjects will be discussed as this is an area that has recei'ed a great deal of
enrpirical attention which, over the years, has iteratively addressed a number
of different assnmptions and critiques regarding developing'knolvledge,.

Piaget ( 1954) pioneered the beiravioral response apprcach as a baronreter
of un<lerlying conceptual nrechanisms in infants. He identifi.ed consistent
and universal pattenrs ofperfornra'ce operating throughout early childhood
that he interpreted to generate his theoretical model of stage-like progres-
siou toward increasingly nrore sophisticared mental representational capaciry,
Howe'er, this reliar:ce on behavioral rneasures remains a source of criticisrn
and confusion regarding Piaget's conclusions-to rvhat extent do changes in
behavioral perfornranie signal conceptual development or simply changes
i. the child's ability to respond to the task demands? Rather than assunring
that failure on the perfonnance measure implies that the chiid does not h.ave


